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SUMMARY 
The Seasonal Adjustment Research Appraisal committee was created in Italy to evaluate 
procedures for seasonal adjustment of economic series. Because the TRAMO-SEATS 
programs were one of the main procedures considered, the committee sent a selection of 11 
series of interest to be analysed. This paper contains the results of tbe application of TRAMO 
and SEATS to these series. It is seen that very simple procedures, based mostly on the 
automatic features, provide parsimonious models and considerably good results, in terms of 
seasonal adjustment, trend-cycle estimation, and shorHerm forecast. 
The paper contains first a summary of the two programs. Then the application is discussed, 
starting with the description of the series and the selection of the input parameters. 

1. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMS 
l.l PROGRAM TRAMO 
TRAMO ("Time Series Regression with Arima Noise, Missing Observations and Outliers") 
is a program that performs estimation, forecasting, and interpolation in regression models with 
missing observations and ARIMA errors, in the presence of possibly several types of outliers. 
The ARIMA model can be identified automatically. (No restriction is imposed on the location 
of the missing observations in the series). 
Given the vector of observations: 
(I) 
where 0 < tl < .. < tM• the program fits the regression model 
ZI=Y: P+ Vt, (2) 
where p = (PI' ... , P n)' is a vector of regression coefficients, y: = ( y  1t' .... y ot ) denotes 
n regression variables, and v I follows the general ARIMA process 
4> (B) Ii (B) v, : 8 (B) a" (3) 
where B is the backshift operator; 4> (B), Ii (B) and 8 (B) are finite polynomials in B, 
and 81 is assumed a n.i.i.d (0, cr!) white-noise innovation. 
The polynomial Ii (B) contains the unit roots associated with differencing (regular and 
seasonal), If> (B) is the polynomial with the stationary autoregressive roots, 
and e (B) denotes the (invertible) moving average polynomial. In TRAMO, they assume the 
following multiplicative fonn: 
6 (B) : (I-B)'(1-B')D 
4>(B): (I +4>,B+ ... +4>,B')(1 +�,B'+ ... +�,B"P) 
8(B): ( 1+8,B+ ... +8qBQ)(I+9,B'+ ... +9QB"Q), 
where s denotes the number of observations per year. The model may contain a constant Il, 
equal to the mean of the differenced series a (B) z,. In practice, this parameter is estimated 
as one of the regression parameters in (2). 
The program: 
I) estimates by exact maximum likelihood (or unconditional/conditional least 
squares) the parameters in (2) and (3); 
2) detects and corrects for several types of outliers: 
3) computes optimal forecasts for the series, together with their MSE; 
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4) yields optimal interpolators of the missing observations and their associated 
MSE; and 
5) contains an option for automatic model identification and automatic outlier 
treatment. 
The basic methodology followed is described in Gomez and Maravall (1994), G6mez and 
Maravall (1992), Gomez (1997), and G6mez, Maravall and Pena (1999). 
Estimation of the regression parameters (induding intervention variables and outliers, and the 
missing observations among the initial values of the series), plus the ARIMA model 
parameters, can be made by concentrating the fonner out of the likelihood, or by joint 
estimation. Several algorithms are available for computing the likelihood or more precisely, 
the nonlinear sum of squares to be minimized. When the differenced series can be used, the 
algorithm of Morf, Sidhu and Kailath (1974), with a simplification similar to that of Melard, 
(1984), is employed. This simplification extends to multiplicative seasonal moving average 
models, a case discussed, but not implemented, in Melard. For the nondifferenced series, it 
is possible to use the ordinary Kalman filter (default option), or its square root version (see 
Anderson and Moore, 1979). The latter is adequate when numerical difficulties arise; however 
it is markedly slower. 
By default, the exact maximum likelihood method is employed, and the unconditional and 
conditional least squares methods are available as options. Nonlinear maximization of the 
likelihood function and computation of the parameter estimates standard errors is made using 
Marquardt's method and first numerical derivatives. 
Estimation of regression parameters is made by using first the Cholesky decomposition of the 
inverse error covariance matrix to transfonn the regression equation (the Kalman filter 
provides an efficient algorithm to compute the variables in this transfonned regression). Then, 
the resulting least squares problem is solved by applying the QR algorithm, where the 
Householder orthogonal transfonnation is used. This procedure yields an efficient and 
numerically stable method to compute GLS estimators of the regression parameters, which 
avoids matrix inversion. 
For forecasting, the ordinary Kalman filter or the square root filter options are available. 
These algoritluns are applied to the original series; see Gomez and Maravall (1993) for a 
more detailed discussion on how to build initial conditions on a nonstationary situation. 
When concentrating the regression parameters out of the likelihood, mean squared errors of 
the forecasts and interpolations are obtained following the approach of Kohn and Ansley 
(1985). 
The program has a facility for detecting outliers and for remqving their effect; the outliers can 
be entered by the user or they can be automatically detected by the program, using an original 
approach based on those of Tsay (1986) and Chen and Liu (1993). The outlien; are detected 
one by one, as proposed by Tsay (1986), and multiple regressions are used, as in Chen and 
Liu (1993), to detect spurious outliers. The procedure used to incorporate or reject outliers 
is similar to the stepwise regression procedure for selecting the "best" regression equation. 
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This results in a more robust procedure than that of Chen and Liu (1993). which uses 
"backward elimination" and may therefore detect too many outliers in the first step of the 
procedure. 
In brief, regression parameters are initialized by OLS and the ARIMA model parameters are 
first estimated with two regressions, as in Hannan and Risannen (1982). Next, the Kalman 
filter and the QR algorithm provide - new regression parameter estimates and regression 
residuals. For each observation, t-tests are computed for four types of outliers, as in Chen and 
Liu (1993). If there are outliers whose absolute t-values are greater than a pre-selected critical 
level C, the one with the greatest absolute t-value is selected. Otherwise, the series is free 
from outlier effects and the algorithm stops. 
If some outlier has been detected, the series is corr�cted by its effect and the ARMA model 
parameters are re-estimated. Then, a multiple regression is perfonned using the Kalman filter 
and the QR algorithm. If there are outliers whose absolute I-values are greater than the critical 
level C, the one with the greatest absolute t-value is selected and the algorithm goes on to the 
estimation of the ARMA model parameters to iterate. Otherwise, the algorithm stops. A 
notable feature of this algorithm is that all calculations are based on linear regression 
techniques, which reduces computational time. The four types of outliers considered are 
additive outlier, innovational outlier, level shift, and transitory change. 
The program also contains a facility to pretest for the log-level specification and, if 
appropriate, for the possible presence of Trading Day and Easter effects; it further perfonns 
an automatic model identification of the ARIMA modeL This is done in two steps. The first 
one yields the nonstationary polynomial O(S) of model (3). This is done by iterating on a 
sequence of AR and ARMA(l,I) models (with mean), which have a multiplicative structure 
when the data is seasonal. The procedure is based on results of Tiao and Tsay (1983, Theor. 
3.2 and 4.1), and Tsay (1984, Corol. 2.1). Regular and seasonal differences are obtained, up 
to a maximum order of V2 Vs. 
The second step identifies an ARMA model for the stationary series (corrected for outliers 
and regression-type effects) following the Hannan-Rissanen procedure, with an improvement 
which consists of using the Kalman filter instead of zeros to calculate the first residuals in 
the computation of the estimator of the variance of the innovations of model (3): For the 
general multiplicative model 
the search is made over the range 0 s: (P.q) s: 3 ,  0 s: (P ,Q) s: 2. This is done 
sequentially (for fixed regular polynomials, the seasonal ones are obtained, and viceversa), 
and the final orders of the polynomials are chosen according to the SIC criterion, with some 
possible constraints aimed at increasing parsimony and favouring "balanced" models (similar 
AR and MA orders). 
Finally. the program combines the facilities for automatic detection and correction of outliers 
and automatic ARIMA model identification just described in an efficient way, so that it 
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perfonns automatic model identification of a nonstationary series in the presence of outliers 
when some observations may be missing. 
Although TRAMO can obviously be used by itself, for example, as a forecasting program. 
it can also be seen as a program that polishes a contaminated "ARIMA series": That is, for 
a given time series, it interpolates the missing observations, identifies outliers and removes 
their effect. estimates Trading Day and Easter Effect, etc ...• and eventually produces a linear 
purely stochastic process (i.e., the ARIMA model). Thus. TRAMO, can be used as a pre­
adjustment process to SEATS, which decomposes then the "linearized series" and its forecasts 
into its stochastic components. 
1.2 PROGRAM SEATS 
SEATS ("Signal Extraction in ARlMA Time Series") is a program that falls into the class of 
so-called ARIMA-model-based methods for decomposing a time series into its unobserved 
components (i.e., for extracting from a time series its different signals). The method was 
originally devised for seasonal adjustment of economic time series (i.e .• removal of the 
seasonal signal), and the basic references are Cleveland and Tiao (1976), Box. Hillmer and 
Tiao (1978), Bunnan (1980), Hillmer and Tiao (1982), Bell and Hillmer (1984), and Maravall 
and Pierce (1987). An early related approach is contained in Piccolo and Vitale (1981). These 
approaches are closely related to each other and to the one followed in this program. In fact, 
pans of SEATS developed from a program built by Bunnan for seasonal adjustment at the 
Bank of England. 
The program may also start by fitting an ARIMA model to the series. In agreement with 
TRAMO, the complete model can be written in detailed fonn as 
(4) 
and, in concise fonn, as 
4> (B) x, = 6 (B) a, + C, (5) 
where cI> (B) = 4> (B) a (B) represents the complete autoregressive polynomial. including 
all unit roots. The autoregressive polynomial 4> (B) is allowed to have unit roots. which are 
typically estimated with considerable precision. For example, unit roots in 4> (B) would 
be present if the series were to contain a nonstationary cyclical component, or if the series 
had been underdi fTerenced. They can also appear as nonstationary seasonal hannonics. 
The program decomposes a series that follows model (4) into several components. The 
decomposition can be multiplicative or additive. Since the fonner becomes the second by 
taking logs, we shall use in the discussion an additive model, such as 
(6) 
where XiI represents a component. The component that SEATS considers are: 
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Xpt = the TREND component, 
Xst = the SEASONAL component, 
Xct the TRANSITORY component, 
x", = the IRREGULAR component. 
Broadly, the trend component represents the long-tenn evolution of the series and displays 
a spectra1 peak at frequency 0; the seasonal component, in turn, captures the spectral peaks 
at seasonal frequencies. Besides capturing periodic fluctuation with period longer than a year, 
associated with a spectral peak for a frequency between 0 and (2n Is), the transitory 
component also captures short-term variation associated with low-order MA components and 
AR roots with small moduli. Finally, the irregular component captures erratic, white-noise 
behaviour, and hence has a flat spectrum. The components are detennined and fully derived 
from the structure of the (aggregate) ARIMA model for the observed series, which can be 
directly identified from the data. The program is mostly aimed at monthly or lower frequency 
data and the maximum number of observations is 600. 
The decomposition assumes orthogonal components, and each one will have in turn an 
ARIMA expression. In order to identify the components, we require that (except for the 
irregular one) they be clean of noise. This is called the "canonical" property, and implies that 
no additive white noise can be extracted from a component that is not the irregular one. The 
variance of the latter is, in this way, maximized, and, on the contrary, the trend, seasonal and 
transitory components are as stable as possible (compatible with the stochastic nature of the 
modeL) Although an arbitrary assumption, since any other admissible component can be 
expressed as the canonical one plus independent white-noise, it has some justification. 
(Moreover, the component estimates for any other admissible decomposition can be obtained 
from the canonical ones simply by removing a constant fraction of the irregular component 
estimate and adding it to the trend andlor seasonal ones.) 
The model that SEATS assumes is that of a linear time series with gaussian innovations. In 
general, SEATS is designed to be used with the companion program, TRAMO. In this case, 
SEATS uses the ARIMA model to filter the linearized series, obtains in this way new 
residuals, and produces a detailed diagnosis of them. The program proceeds then to 
decompose the ARIMA modeL This is done in the frequency domain. The spectrum (or 
pseudospectrum) is partitioned into additive spectra, associated with the different components. 
(These are detennined, mostly, from the AR roots of the model.) The canonical condition on 
the trend, seasonal, and transitory components identifies a unique decomposition, from which 
the ARIMA models for the components are obtained (including the component innovation 
variances). 
For a particular realization [Xl' X2 • ... , xT], the program yields the Minimum Mean 
Square Error (MMSE) estimators of the components, computed with a Wiener-Kolmogorov­
type of filter applied to the finite series by extending the latter with forecasts and backcasts 
(see Bunnan, 1 980). For i = 1, ... , T, the estimate Xit IT' equal to the conditional 
expectation E (xit I x I' . .  ,. xT), is obtained for all components. 
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When T - 00, the estimator XilJT becomes the "final" or "historical" estimator, which we 
shall denote Xii' (In practice, it IS achieved for large enough k = T - t, and the program 
indicates how large k can be assumed to be.) For t = T, the concurrent estimator, 
XiTIT, is obtained, ie., the estimator for the last observation of the series. The final and 
concurrent estimators are the ones of most applied interest. When T - k < t < T , iii IT yields 
a preliminary estimator, and, for t > T, a forecast. Besides their estimates, the program 
produces several years of forecasts of the components, as well as standard errors (SE) of all 
estimators and forecasts. For the last two and the next two years, the SE of the revision the 
preliminary estimator and the forecast will undergo is also provided. The program further 
computes MMSE estimates of the innovations in each one of the components. 
The joint distribution of the (stationary transfonnation of the) components and of their MMSE 
estimators are obtained; they are characterized by the variances and auto- and cross­
correlations. The comparison between the theoretical moments for the MMSE estimators and 
the empirical ones obtained in the application yields additional elements for diagnosis (see 
Maravall, 1987). The program also presents the Wiener-Kolmogorov filter for each component 
and the filter which expresses the weights with which the different innovations aj in the 
observed series contribute to the estimator ii! IT' These weights directly provide the moving 
average expressions for the revisions. Next, an analysis of the estimation errors for the trend 
and for the seasonally adjusted series (and for the transitory component, if present) is 
perfonned. Let 
di! Xi! Xi! ' 
dillT Xii - XiI IT' 
rjtlT iii iiI IT , 
denote the final estimation error, the preliminary estimation error, and the revision error in 
the preliminary estimator XiI T' The variances and autocorrelation functions 
for dj!, dit It' ril II are displayed. (The autocorrelations are useful to compute SE of linearized 
rates of growth of the component estimator.) The program then shows how the variance of 
the revision error in the concurrent estimator Tilll decreases as more observations are added, 
and hence the time it takes in practice to converge to the final estimator. Similarly, the 
program computes the deterioration as the forecast moves away from the concurrent estimator 
and, in particular, what is the expected improvement in Root MSE associated with moving 
from a once-a-year to a concurrent seasonal adjustment practice. Finally, the SE of the 
estimators of the linearized rates of growth most closely watched by analysts are presented. 
for the concurrent estimator of the rate and its successive revisions, both for the trend and 
seasonally adjusted series. Further details can be found in Maravall (1988, 1995) and Maravall 
and Gomez (1992). 
The default model in SEATS is the so-called Airline Model, analysed in Box and Jenkins 
(1 970). The Airline Model is often found appropriate for actual series, and provides very well 
behaved estimation filters for the components. It is given by the equation 
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with -1 < 61 < 1 and -1 < 812 sO, and x, may be the log of the series. The implied 
components have models of the type 
v'x", = 8.(B)a"" 
S x. = 8,(B)a., 
where S = 1 + B + + B", and 8.(B) and 8,(B) are of order 2 and 1 1 ,  respectively. 
Compared to other fixed filters, the default model allows for the observed series to estimate 
3 parameters: 81, related to the stability of the trend component; 612, related to the 
stability of the seasonal component; and 0;. a measure of the overall predictability of the 
series. Thus, to some extent, even in this simple fixed model application, the filters for the 
component estimators adapt to the specific structure of each series. 
Programs TRAMO and SEATS provide a fully model-based method for forecasting and signal 
extraction in univariate time series. (The relation between them is somewhat similar to the 
one between the programs REGARIMA and XI I ARIMA that fonn the new method X12 
ARIMA; see Findley et aI, 1998.) The procedure is flexible, yet robust and reliable. Due to 
the model-based features, it becomes a powerful tool for detailed analysis of important series 
in short-tenn policy making and monitoring. Yet TRAMO-SEATS can efficiently be used for 
routine application to a large number of series. For this TOutine-application case, fully 
automatic procedures are available. The standard procedure pretests for the log-level 
specification and, if appropriate, for the possible presence of Trading Day and Easter effects; 
it further perfonns an automatic model identification and outlier detection and correction 
procedure (for several types of outliers), interpolates the missing values if any, and 
decomposes the series net of the previous (detenninistic) effects into a seasonal, trend, 
transitory, and irregular stochastic components (If the identified ARIMA model does not 
accept an admissible decomposition, it is automatically replaced by a decomposable 
approximation). Finally, the components (and forecasts thereof) estimated by SEATS are 
modified to reincorporate the detenninistic effects that were removed by TRAMO. 
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2. THE APPLICATION 
2.1 THE SERIES AND SOME GENERAL COMMENTS ON THE EXERCISE 
The SARA committee sent a set of eleven monthly italian series; they are listed in Table 1 .  
Tablt I: Dflc:ripllon of tnt Krles 
N.� Meaning Sample Period No. of observation Abbreviation 
BDEGENGS New � and Oemand level on 198611 • 1996112 132 BDE 
foreign markets. Balance. 
BDIOENGS New orders and demand level on 19S6I1 - 1996112 "2 BDI 
domestic markets. Balance. 
LGOLTOGI Inde" of total employment ;n 198911 • 19%11] " l.GO 
large flnns. 
PCOBENGP ConsumeT price index. Goods. 198911 • 1996112 .. PCO 
PP1GENGP Producer price indcII. Total 198111 • 1996112 19' 'PI 
Industry. 
CITGENGQ imports. Quantity iOOt". 198011·1996110 202 CIT 
CETGENGQ Expons. Quantity index. 198011·1996110 2<)2 CET 
IPIENGT Industrial production index. Total. 198111 - \996112 192 IPI 
IPIINVGT Industrial production index. 198111·1996112 192 IPUN 
Investment goods. 
IFAGENGE lode" of industrial turnover. 198511 - 1996112 144 IFAE 
Foreign marteL 
lFAGENGN Indc", of industrial IWl'IOver. 1985/1·1996112 144 IFAN 
Domestic rnal'td. 
The number of observations vary between a minimum of 95 months (about 8 years) and a 
maximum of 202 (nearly 17 years). The 1 1  series can be classified into 5 groups. BDE and 
BDI are demand indicators; PCO and PPI are price indices; CIT and CET are foreign trade 
series; IPI, IPIIN. IFAE • and IFAN are industry related indicators; finally, LGOL is an 
employment index. 
I understood that the purpose of the exercise was to decompose the series for the complete 
period, and hence took the sample size as fixed. It is a fact that a few of the series display 
some in-sample unstability associated with the early years of the sample, and for these series 
the results could improve by cutting the first years. (This is blle of the series CET and CIT 
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and, to a lesser degree. PCO and PPI.). But even in this case, the results are quite similar and 
the differences relatively minor. Further, besides their names and the period they span, 
nothing else was known "a priori" on any of the series. 
Given that the most relevant audience of the SARA committee are likely to be data producing 
agencies and institutions, a very important criterion seemed to be the SIMPLICITY OF THE 
PROCEDURE, reflected in a close to fully automatic functioning, where very few decisions 
have to be taken by the analyst on the individual series. We shall stick thus to mostly 
automatic procedures, where the only decisions allowed concern the specification of the 
trading day and easter effects, and the significance level for outlier detection. The results of 
this basically automatic procedure are, in all cases, acceptable. We shall see how, on occasion, 
they can be nevertheless improved. 
A final comment: the present version of TRAMO contains a facility that provides the series 
of holidays for the different european countries. Since we have maintained the June 98 
version of the program, the series of holidays have been added as a regression variable. One 
effect of including this variable is that, due to the correlation it displays with the easter 
variable, it decreases the significance of the easter effect. 
2.2 THE PROCEDURE 
To get a first general picture of the structure of the original series and, in particular, to assess 
whether trading day (TO), easter (EE) and holiday (HOL) effects should be included in the 
model, I run the II series with the input file 
RSA.� 4 , [REG � I (l.l ) 
The regression variable was entered with IUSER = -1 and, given that it contains holidays, 
REGEFF = 2 (its effect are allocated to the seasonal component). For the rest of the paper, 
whenever the input file contains IREG = 1, the regression variable is entered in the same way. 
Table 2 displays the results of the pre-test for TD and EE, as well as the t-value of the 
coefficient of the holiday variable when significant. It is seen that in no case easter effect 
appears to be significant, that trading day is moderately significant for the foreign trade series 
and that both trading day and holiday effects are significant for the industrial indicator series. 
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SERlE 
BDE 
BDI 
LGOL 
PCO 
PPI 
CIT 
CET 
IPI 
IPUN 
IFAE 
IFAN 
Table 2: Trading Day and Easter effect pretests; 
significance of holidays 
TRADING DAY EASTER 
NO NO 
NO NO 
NO NO 
NO NO 
NO NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
YES NO 
HOLIDAY") 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
NO 
-5.04 
-5 . 15  
-2 . 16  
-2.56 
(0) Since the holiday variable is entered as a regression, the t-values are reported ("NO" 
means I . I < 1 .96). 
With these preliminary results concerning the presence or absence of special effects, I proceed 
now to discuss the results for the individual series. The point of the exercise is not to seek 
the "best possible" model, but to assess the perfonnance of the automatic features. Thus in 
all 11 cases the automatic-option RSA-parameters are used. All will share the following 
characteristics: 
- Automatic test for the loglIeveJ specification. 
- Automatic model identification. 
The ARIMA part of the model belongs to the general class 
�p (B) ��p (B ") (VD V�� " - �) • eo (B) e� (B ") a" 
where �p (B), ��p (B ") , eo (B), and e�o (B ") are the regular AR polynomial (of 
order P), the seasonal AR polynomial (of order BP), the regular MA polynomial (of order Q), 
and the seasonal MA polynomial (of order BQ), respectively. D and BD are the orders of the 
regular and seasonal differences, 1..1 is the mean of the differenced series, and a, is a white­
noise innovation. Automatic model identification detennines: 
• whether J.1 = 0, 
• the values of P, BP, 0, BD, Q, BQ. 
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Automatic outlier detection. This is done jointly with automatic model identification. 
Three types of outliers are considered: 
* Additive outlier (AO) . 
• Transitory change (TC) . 
• Level shift (LS). 
AO represents a spike, TC is a spike that disappears (exponentially) over several 
periods, and LS is a step function. 
The model finally identified, consisting of: 
ARIMA model + Outliers + Special effects (TD, EE, and HOL, if present) 
is estimated by exact maximum likelihood, concentrating out of the likelihood the 
variance of 3" 0:, the mean, J,l, and the regression variables (outliers plus special 
effects). 
The series is decomposed into a trend-cy'cle component, PI' a seasonal component, St, 
an irregular component, llc and, on occasion, a transitory component, c,. (When logs 
are used, the components are expressed as factors.) Two years of fo'recasts are 
provided for the series and its components. 
2.3 THE SELECTION OF THE INPUT PARAMETERS; SOME BASIC RESULTS 
Table 3 presents the input namelists considered for the 11 series; for 5 of them a reasonable 
alternative is provided. Table 4 displays the basic traits of the models identified. Table 5 
exhibits the ARIMA model parameter estimates, Table 6 contains the outliers (data, type of 
outlier, and t-value), and Table 7 presents the residual root mean squared error (RMSE) and 
the Bayesian Infonnation Criterion (BIC) for the 16 models. 
Finally, Tables 8 and 9 display some basic diagnostics; Table 8 presents the results of tests 
for autocorrelation and nonnality of the residuals, and Table 9 shows the out-of-sample 
forecast F-test for each series when the last 12 and 18 observations are removed. These 
F-tests were carried out by fixing the models obtained for the shorter sample, estimated for 
the linearized series. 
Starting with the demand indicators, for the series BDE the input namelist (1.1) indicated that 
the purely automatic procedure RSA = 3 seemed appropriate, and this is in fact the case, as 
evidenced by the first row of the Tables 4 to 9·. For the series BDI, the same is true. RSA = 
3 yields a satisfactory model. However, when used by SEATS, it does not accept an 
admissible decomposition. SEATS approximates the model by a decomposable one and the 
approximation amounts to a slight increase in the irregular component. The results would be 
clearly acceptable in any standardized automatic procedure (see the corresponding tables and 
figures summarizing the output of SEATS). If manual intervention is allowed, one may be 
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interested in replacing the nondecomposable model in a more careful manner, and proceed 
as follows. RSA = 3 yields the model 
v V" x, = (I - .248 B + .105 B' + .284 B') (I - .980 B") a,. 
The regular MA(3} polynomial factorizes into the product of the root (1 + .5375 B) and an 
MA(2} with a complex conjugate solution. The nonadmissibility of the model,as often 
happens, is due to the fact that the order of the total MA polynomial is larger than that of the 
total AR one (what Burman calls "top heavy" models). Moving towards a more balanced 
model (which tend to decompose better,) it seems sensible to invert the MA(1}, leaving a 
regular MA(2} specification. Estimation yields the model 
(I -.791 B) V V" X, � (I - 1.050 B + .431 B ') (I - .987 B") a" 
which, as seen in the tables, gives very good results, slightly better than the pure automatic 
option. The AR(l} factor in this last model is assigned to the trend. 
Moving to the employment in large finns series LOO, the absence of special effects again 
leads to the purely automatic procedure RSA = 3. Some problems with nonnonnality are 
removed by lowering the threshold level for outlier detection to VA = 3.3. Unfortunately, the 
one-before-last observation is identified as an outlier, and this may produce unstability for the 
few next periods. Entering the parameter INT2 = -2, the one-before-Iast observation is 
flagged, but not corrected. No alternative model seems worth discussing. 
The automatic procedure RSA = 3 works also well for the price series. For peo the model 
identified by TRAMO perfonns very well but, as was the case with the series BDI, the model 
cannot be decomposed into an admissible decomposition. The approximation that SEATS 
provides is good, even better than for the BDI case. Still, as before, we may seek for an 
alternative model that can be decomposed. The model identified by TRAMO is a (0, I ,  2) (0, 
I, 1 }12 model, with the solution of the MA(2) again a pair of complex conjugate roots (which 
do not factorize). Reasoning as before, a sensible alternative is to invert the regular MA(2} 
and estimate a (2, 1, 0) (0, I, 1)12 model. This yields the model 
(I - .276 B - .232 B') V V" x, � (I - .737 B") a, . 
Since the MA (2) implies a minimum for ro close the middle of the (0, It) frequency range, 
the AR(2} should imply a peak for ro = 0 and a peak for ro = It. This is indeed the case since 
the AR(2) factorises into (I - .639B) (I + .364 B). The alternative model does not improve 
the results, nor does it deteriorate them. It serves, however, to illustrate a feature of SEATS 
worth mentioning. The AR(2) root (I - .639 B) is assigned to the trend, and the root 
(I + .364 B), because its modulus is smaller than .5 (the default value of RMOD) is assigned 
to a "transitory component", ct, which is found to follow the model 
(I + .364 B) c, � (I - B) a" , V(a,) � .0083 V,. 
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As the figures show, this transitory component is small and highly erratic. Its role is to 
remove erraticity from the trend-cycle and seasonal component, so as to improve their 
smoothness. For most practical purposes this transitory component can be added to the 
irregular component �. 
For the series PPI, the results of the automatic procedure RSA = 3 are clearly improved by 
lowering V A to VA = 3.1. It may be worth mentioning that, in my experience, if something 
can be added to the fully automatic RSA parameter, the first thing to consider is outliers. If 
the series does not already contain a relative large number of outliers for the default value of 
VA (3.5 in all our cases), then it is worth looking for the next outlier (and perhaps ignore it). 
Very tla grosso modo", I would consider a large number of outliers something in the order 
of more than 3 outliers per 100 observations (LGO would be in the limit). 
The rest of the series (foreign trade and industrial indicators) are all subject to TD effect. For 
most cases, the original specification RSA = 4 has been preserved, so that ITRAO = I and 
weekdays are classified into only 2 groups: working and non-working days. 
For the quantity index of imports, CIT, the regression HOL is not significant. The input 
namelist RSA = 4, VA = 3.4 yields good results although, as Table 8 indicates, nonnality of 
the residuals is rejected, and this is due to a relatively high kurtosis. In general, kurtosis in 
the residuals and the associated nonnonnality are not a serious problem. The estimators from 
SEATS are still optimal (see Bell, 1984). Point estimators of the components remain 
unchanged; what should change are the standard errors of the estimators computed by SEATS, 
which should be slightly increased. 
EE is not detected as significant. A small search over the values of lOUR (the parameter that 
controls the number of days affected by easter) shows that IDUR � 4 is usually preferable to 
higher values for the italian series. In fact, forcing the EE variable with this value of lOUR 
yields a value of t = -2.2. Now all tests are passed, nonnorrnality has disappeared, and the 
RMSE (oJ and BIC are slightly better. Therefore, for CIT we select the two input namelislS 
in rows 8 and 9 of Table 3. 
Concerning the quantity export index CET, a similar reasoning applies, except for the fact that 
nonnality of the residuals is in this case comfortably accepted. First, I consider the input 
namelist that uses RSA = 3, imposes TD (the t-value is 1.8), and uses VA = 3. The 
alternative input namelist also imposes lEAST = I IDUR = 4. Although the associated t-.value 
is small (- 1.6), including it improves the overall results a bit. The two input namelists are 
given in rows 10 and 11 of Table 3. The model obtained with the alternative specification is 
given by 
(I - .630 B - .265 B') (V" log x, - .049) � (I - .668 B) (I - .425 B") a,. 
The AR (2) polynomial factorises into the product of the root (I - .918), which will be 
assigned to the trend, and the root (I + .288 B). Because the modulus of this second root is 
smaller than .5, as was the case for the PCO alternative model, it will be assigned to a 
"transitory component", given by 
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(1 + .288 B) C, � (1 + B) a" , V(a,j � .0552 V •. 
Although the component is now more important, the same comment made for the PCC case 
applies. 
For the 4 industrial indicator series, TO effect is highly significant and HOl effect is also 
clearly significant. When EE is added, the results deteriorate. (The fact that EE is more 
significant than HOL for the foreign trade series, while the contrary is true for the industrial 
production series may have a very simple explanation. Different countries often share easter 
periods; holidays are more variable. For a particular country, the total number of holidays 
influences production more than the easter period.) For the IPI series, the first input namehst 
is given by (1.1) with VA � 3.2 added. The second namelis! changes RSA � 4 to RSA � 6, 
and uses thus a 6 variable specification for the TD variable (i.e., it assumes different effects 
for the 5 working days of the week). As Table 4 to 9 show, the results of the models are 
about equivalent. As for the index for investment goods, IPlfN, the original input namelist 
(RSA = 4, IREG::: I) provides results that are acceptable. Similarly to the case of the series 
CIT, the residuals of IPIIN cannot be accepted as nonnally distributed and, given that 5 
outliers are identified with the default value of V A, I would be reluctant to lower this value. 
Although the residuals have a symmetric distribution, kurtosis is high. As was mentioned 
before, this feature does not invalidate point estimates and, considering the excellent out-of­
sample performance of the model (Table 9), the input parameters are left unchanged. 
One striking feature of the industrial production index series is the fact that the outliers are 
concentrated in the month of August. The two series share outliers for August 84, 92 and 95; 
IPI contains an additional outlier for August 87, and IPIIN for August 88. Except for one 
case, all outlier are AO; half of them positive, half of them negative. 
Although 4 or 5 outliers in 200 observation is not an excessive number, the fact that 4 of the 
16 months of August present in the sample are detected as outliers points towards the 
presence of some heteroscedasticity in the seasonal component. This fact has been pointed out 
by Proietti (1998), who deals with the problem using a state space approach. An alternative 
approach that appears to work well within the TRAMO framework is the introduction of 
seasonal outliers (see Kaiser and Maravall, 1999). In any event, these are 2nd order 
improvements, with little effect on point estimators. The results of TRAMO-SEATS seem 
satisfactory, and this is strongly corroborated by the corresponding 6 F-tests for out-of-sample 
performance in Table 9. 
If the industrial production indices are modelled in levels, not in logs, the trend-cycle 
becomes less smooth and the "august outlier1t problem disappears. From the comparison of 
the full results, one could conclude that, for these two series, the levels are perhaps more 
appropriate to model than the logs. In fact, the next version of TRAMO will include a 
modified logllevel pretest, which will be, by default, slightly less favourable to the choice of 
the logs, and which will allow the user to enter hislher own preference. At present, given that 
I wish to stick to the automatic application, I choose the input namelists of rows 12, 13, and 
14 of Table 3, bearing in mind that the drops in the month of August are particularly volatile 
(I wonder if this feature could not be perhaps related to the business cycle ... ) 
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Finally, for the two industrial turnover series, the number of outliers is relatively small. For 
the series IF AN, the original input namelist (RSA � 4, lREG � I) is kept. For the series IF AE 
RSA is changed from 4 to 6 because the results were clearly better; further V A is set to 3.2. 
The two input lists are in rows 15 and 16 of Table 3. The Q-statistics for the ACF of the 
residuals of IF AE (see Table 8) is slightly high. By lowering VA and increasing the outliers 
to 5, it becomes perfectly clean. The high value of Q, however, is caused by the single 
autocorrelation Po = - .24, and hence of not much concern. Removing this autocorrelation at 
the cost of adding 3 outliers does not seem worth it. 
These comments justify the 16 input namelists of Table 3. Besides the automatic features 
mentioned earlier (RSA = 3, 4, or 6), the only additional options that have been considered 
are: 
• lEAST � I , lOUR � 4 in 2 cases. 
* V A = a value between 3 and 3.5 for all cases. 
• INTI = - 2 in one case. 
• IREG = I in the last 5 models. 
In summary, the presence or absence of special effects can be determined (at least partly) 
automatically by looking at the results of the pretests with RSA = 4, as we did. Besides some 
possible modification (such as, in our case, to force on some occasion the inclusion of EE), 
the only action required from the user is to chose a value of V A between 3 and the default 
value 3.5. 
When the series are going to be routinely treated, it should be emphasized that the input files 
of Table 3 provide only starting points. Once the models are identified (and, presumably, have 
passed the diagnostics), their structure should remain fixed for some time (perhaps a year, 
unless something very special happens). After this period of (say) a year, the models should 
be reidentified with the 12 new observations. Fixing the model for a period means: 
• Fix �, (p d q), (BP BD BQ) and the logllevel transfonnation. 
• Fix the type and position of outliers (through IUSER = 2). 
• Fix the presence or absence of trading day, easter effect, and holidays. 
• And, every month, reestimate the coefficients. 
As seen in Dosse and Planas (1998), proceeding in this way provides an optimal mixture of 
flexibility and stability. (For a more complete description of the procedure, see the appendix 
in Gomez and Maravall, 1998). 
One final point: As mentioned earlier, the time span of the series was kept always equal to 
the one supplied by the SARA committee. This would be in line with routine application to 
data bases. When looking at an individual series, of course, one can always drop some first 
years if a change in regime is detected. Looking at the figures with the estimates of the 
components it is clear that this might well be the case for some of the series considered. In 
particular, both foreign trade series show a change in regime, whereby the first years contain 
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a larger irregular component and smaller seasonal fluctuations. It may also apply to the two 
series of prices, where a change in the seasonal component is clearly appreciated. 
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Table 3: Input Namelists 
Series Parameters· 
BDE RSA � 3 
BD! RSA � 3 
BD!2 P � I ,  Q � 2, IMEAN � 0, IATIP � I ,  LAM � 1 
LGO RSA � 3, V A � 3.3, [NT2 � - 2 
PCO RSA � 3 
PC02 P � 2, Q � 0, [MEAN � 0, LAM � I ,  [AT[P � 1 
PPI RSA � 3, VA � 3.1  
CIT RSA � 4, VA � 3.4 
CIT2 RSA � 3, [TRAD � I ,  [EAST � I ,  IDUR � 4 
CET RSA � 3, [TRAD � I, V A � 3 
CET2 RSA � 3, [TRAD � I, [EAST � I, IDUR � 4, VA � 3.3 
[PI RSA � 4, VA � 3.2, [REG � 1 
[P[2 RSA � 6, V A � 3, [REG � 1 
[PUN RSA � 4, IREG � 1 
[FAE RSA � 6, VA � 3.2, [REG � 1 
IFAN RSA � 4, [REG � 1 
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Series" ) 
SO, 
SOl 
[BDI2 
LGO 
PCO 
(PC02 
,PI 
CIT 
[CIT2 
CET 
[cm 
lPl 
(IPI2 
]PUN 
IFAE 
IFAN 
Table 4: Identified Models 
Number or Transrormati Modol Outliers Special effocts 
observ. " AO TC LS TO" ) " HO['}'" 
132 Level (OU) 2 
132 " 01 (0,1.3) (O,I,I)1l -
(1,1,2) (0.1.1),: -
" Level (1.1,0) (O,I,I»)! I ) 
" Level (0.1.2) (O.I.I),: -
- (2,1,0)(0,1,1)'1 -
192 Level (l.I.1){O,I , l " l  I 2 I 
202 u.. ( .... ) ) I I '.9 
(U.) • I I 6.1 -2.2 
202 Log (0", ) I ].. 
(2.0,1 )  (O,I,I)'l 2 2 ]., ·1.6 
with mean 
192 u.. (0") ) - I 11.7 
- - (0 .. ) 4 I 6 'M 
192 u.. Co .. ) , 14.7 
144 u.. (0") 2 6 var 
144 u.. (O .. ) 2 I 16.9 
The rows in brackets represent reasonable alternatives. 
t-values are given, except when the TD effect has the 6 variable specification. 
Model is Airline model. For all cases ).1 = O. 
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- j  
- j  
-j 
-J 
-6.0 
-6.9) 
-S.2 
-2.5 
-2.6 
Table S: ARIMA model parameter estimates 
Series $, $, 9, 9, 9, 9" 
8DE - - -.321 - - -.931 
801 - - -.248 . 105 -.284 -.980 
8012 -.791 - -1.050 .431 - -.987 
LOO -.674 - - - - -.896 
PCO - - .342 .421 - -.81 1  
PC02 -.276 -.232 - - - -.737 
PPI -.848 - -.302 - - -.494 
CIT - - -.674 - - -.502 
CIT2 - - -.665 - - -.485 
CET - - -.807 - - -.539 
CET2 -.630 -.265 -.668 - - -.425 
1PI - - -.583 - - -.598 
IPI2 - - -.541 - - -.569 
IPIIN - - -.544 - - -.622 
IFAE - - -.373 - - -.564 
IFAN - - -.393 - - -.469 
The polynomials are written as: 
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Table 7: Residual Root Mean Squared Error and 
Bayesian Information Criterion 
Series RMSE (�) SIC 
SDE 4.8367 3.28 
BD! 3.5336 2.65 
BD!2 3.4560 2.61 
LOO 0.1503 -3.54 
PCO 0.1587 -3.56 
pe02 0.1647 -3.49 
PPI 0.2577 -2.55 
CIT 0.0697 -5.15 
CIT2 0.0673 -5.17 
CET 0.0761 -5.00 
CET2 0.071 7  -5.02 
IPI 0.0244 -7.24 
IPl2 0.0236 -7.17 
IPUN 0.0413 -6.16 
IFAE 0.0362 -6.32 
IFAN 0.0263 -7.07 
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Table 8: Residual Diagnostics 
Series Q-test N-test Skewness 
(t-value) 
BDE 21.5 4.0 1.2 
BOI 16.1  0.8 -0.5 
B0l2 1 1 .7 1.4 -0.9 
LGO 14.7 2.1 1.2 
PCO 17.9 1.3 0.8 
pe02 20.4 0.8 0.9 
PPI 24.4 4.0 0.6 
CIT 23.3 8.3 -1.7 
CIT2 32.4 3.2 -0.8 
CET 31.4 0.3 0.0 
CETI 3 1 . 1  5.8 -2.3 
IPI 25.7 4.9 2.1 
IPI2 31.7 4.4 1.8 
IPIIN 14.3 15.9 1.4 
IFAE 33.6 4.5 2.0 
IFAN 31.9 5.6 2.1 
Approx. 95% 34 6 ± 2 
Critical values 
Q-Test Ljung-Box test for residual autocorrelation (with 24 lags). 
Q,-test: Pierce test for residual seasonality (with 2 seasonal lags). 
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Kurtosis Q.-tesl 
(t-value) 
-1.5 3.3 
-1.0 4.1 
-0.7 3.9 
0.7 4.2 
-0.8 5.0 
-0.1 3.7 
1.8 0.2 
2.2 1.9 
1.5 2.0 
-0.6 0. 1 
0.5 3.6 
0.1 5.5 
1 . 1  5.7 
3.5 1 . 1  
0.6 0.9 
1.1  1.7 
± 2  6 
Table 9: Out-of-Sample Foretut F-Test 
Series Deleting (Approx. 95% Deleting (Approx 95% 
12 9bserv. critical value) 1 8  observ. critical value) 
BDE 0.71 (1.85) 0.59 (1.73) 
BOI 0.98 ( 1.85) 0.92 (1 .73) 
B0l2 1.04 (1 .85) 0.97 (1 .73) 
LGO 1.89 (1.91) 1.52 (1 .79) 
PCO 1.48 (1 .91) 1.26 (1 .79) 
PC02 1.47 (1.91) 1.46 (1 .79) 
PPI 1 .15  (1 .80) 1.12 (1 .67) 
CIT 0.20 (1 .78) 0.37 (1 .65) 
CIT2 0.20 (1 .78) 0.39 (1.65) 
CET 0.53 (1 .78) 0.66 (1.65) 
CET2 0.63 (1 .78) 0.84 (1 .65) 
IPI 0.55 (1 .80) 0.61 (1 .67) 
IPI2 0.52 (1 .80) 0.60 (1 .67) 
IPIIN 0.29 (1 .80) 0.53 (1 .67) 
/FAE 0.49 (1 .83) 0.72 (1.71) 
IFAN 0.62 (1 .83) 0.74 (1.71) 
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2.4 SUMMARY OF MODEL IDENTIFICATION 
From the previous tables, the following summary comments can be made: 
1 )Of the 1 1  series, 5 are modelled in levels, 6 in logs. 
2)Of the 1 6  models considered, only one contains a mean. 
3)Conceming the ARIMA modeL 
* All 16 cases contain the multiplicative.lMA (1,1)12 seasonal structure. 
* Of lhe 16 models, 9 are of lhe Airline type (p � 0, d � I ,  q � I ,  bp � 0, bd � I ,  bq � I). 
* The model (regular) orders can be summarized as follows: 
P D Q 
0 I 2 0 I 0 I 2 3 
Number of I I  3 2 I 15 2 II  2 I 
models 
* The average number of parameters is 2.3 parameters per model. 
4) The average number of OUTLIERS is 3 outliers per series. This is roughly equivalent 
to 1 outlier per 60 observations. Two of the 1 1  series contain no outlier, and the 
maximum number is 6 (for one of the largest series). As for the type of outliers, 60% 
are AD, 15% are Te, and 25% are LS. 
These results are quite in line with the large-scale results reported in Fischer and 
Planas ( 1998). 
5) As for Trading Day effect, it affects moderately the foreign trade series (very 
moderately the exports one), and strongly the four industry indicators. Of the 9 models 
considered for theses series, 7 use the binary specification, and 2 use the 6-variable 
specification. 
6) Easter effect is not significant for any of the series. The only ones for which it could 
be perhaps considered are the foreign trade series. 
7) Holidays have a significant effect on all industry ind�cators, strongest for the case of 
the industrial production index. 
8) As for diagnostics, the only noticeable problem is some evidence of nonnonnality in 
the residuals for some of the series, which is mostly associated with kurtosis. This 
problem should have little effect on point estimators. 
On the positive side, what seems remarkable is that all 32 F-tests are passed 
comfortably (this is particularly true for the series modelled in logs.) A further proof 
of the models stability is that the F-statistics is more clustered around 1 when 18 
(instead of 12) observations are deleted from the sample. 
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9} Moving on to SEATS, two of the 16 models do not accept an admissible 
"decomposition and SEATS automatically approximates them with simpler models. The 
only two input files in Table 3 that do not contain the RSA parameter for automatic 
modelling correspond to additional alternatives to the nondecomposable models. 
Notice however that, when approximating a nondecomposable model, SEATS 
preserves the original forecasts, and the component forecasts are forced to satisfy the 
aggregation constraint. 
2.5 SUMMARY OF THE MODEL DECOMPOSITION 
The next tables select some results form the output from SEATS. They are followed by a 
selection of graphs. To reduce the paper's length, I only consider the 11 first proposed input 
namelist, and do not include the 5 alternative ones. 
Five tables are provided for each series. The first one contai�s the ARIMA models for the 
components. The second table provides some additional tools for diagnosis based on the 
achieved decomposition. The third table provides the estimation errors of the trend and 
seasonally adjusted series, and some relevant implications. The fourth tables details the 
estimate of the seasonal component for the last two years, al).d its one· year-ahead forecast 
function. It pennits to assess the significance of the estimated seasonality. Finally, the last 
table contains the standard errors of some relevant rate-of·growth measures used in short-tenn 
monitoring (for, both, the adjusted series and the trend). 
The brief output selected from SEATS contains first the ARIMA models for the components. 
Let 0" Pi> Sl' and UI denote the SA series, the trend-cycle, the seasonal, and the irregular 
components, respectively. 
( I) Models for the components 
What are called "numerator" and "denominator" in the output are the MA and AR 
polynomials in the model for the component, respectively. The variance of the innovation is 
expressed as a fraction of the variance (V.) of the residual a,. 
Thus, for the BDE series, for example, the model for the trend-cycle is given by 
v' P, = (I +.0068 -.9948 ') Q". 
with Var (�) = .108 Va. The MA polynomial contains the root B = -1, whi�h implies a 
spectral zero for the 1t frequency, and the root B = .99, which nearly cancels out one of the 
unit AR root. Thus the model for the trend is, very approximately. equal to 
where J.l is a constant. 
V P, = (I +8) Q" + � 
The variance of the components innovations measure the degree of stochasticity of the 
component. In the BDE example, Var(y = .0014 is very small, so that the component is very 
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stable, and hence quite close to detenninistic. The BDE series serves as an example of why, 
in the TRAMO-SEATS approach, the distinction detenninistic-stochastic is not needed; the 
model will automatically capture and approximate very well detenninistic seasonality. The 
variance of the SA series innovations, Var(�J = .94 Va shows that seasonal adjustment hardly 
affects the stochastic nature of the series. Further, Var(uJ = Al Va means that the series 
contains a relatively important irregular component. 
(2) Diagnostics and inference 
The second order moments of the stationary transfonnation of the four components and their 
estimators are compared. First, the ACF of '\72 "-t, V2 PI' SSI and u" theoretically derived from 
the components models, is compared to the ACF of V2nl.'il2PI'Ss, and u/, derived also from 
the theoretical models implied for the MMSE estimators, and to the empirical ACF of the 
same transfonnation of the estimates actually obtained for the components. The comparison 
includes also the variances. Comparison of the component and the theoretical MMSE 
estimator shows the distortion induced by MMSE estimation. It should always be that the 
variance of the component is larger than that of the estimator. Comparison between the 
theoretical MMSE estimator and the empirical one provides elements for diagnosis. Both, 
theoretical and empirical estimator should be close, and large departures would indicate 
problems with the model specification (see, for example, Maravall, 1987). 
A similar comparison is made for the crosscorrelation between the stationary transfonnation 
of the theoretical estimators and actual estimates. For example, for the BDE series it is seen 
that the estimators, and also the estimates, are practically uncorrelated. 
Next, the variance of the components estimation error is presented, both for the estimation 
error of the final estimator and for the revision error in the concurrent estimator. The series 
BOE shows, for example, that the estimation error of the SA series is substantially smaller 
than that of the trend-cycle. Additional infonnation on the revisions is provided: speed of 
convergence to the final estimator and duration of the revision period. For the BOE series 
example, it is seen that the first year revision in the trend-cycle is very large, and afterwards 
convergence proceeds slowly. Given that for this series the seasonal component is very stable 
and its estimation error is small, the gain from moving from a once-a-year adjustment to a 
concurrent one is minor: the root mean square error of the estimator is only reduced by 4% 
Attention centres next on the estimator and forecast of the seasonal component. Considering 
the size of the estimation standard errors, for the BOE series it is seen that seasonality is 
highly significant and can be captured well even for preliminary estimators and forecasts. 
Finally, the standard error of several growth measures is displayed (if the log transfonnation 
is used, the growth becomes the rate of growth). Growth is computed for the trend-cycle and 
the SA series. For the BOE series example, the monthly growth can be measured quite 
accurately and the 95% confidence intervals are in the order of ± 2.4 for the SA series, and 
± 3.5 for the trend-cycle. Using the centered measure of annual growth (which uses 6 
forecasts of the component), the trend outperfonns both the SA series and the original series. 
Concerning the figures, they are divided into 4 groups for each series. The first group comes 
from TRAMO and contains the original and linearized series, the residuals, and the series 
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forecasts. The second group presents the components estimated by SEATS: seasonally 
adjusted series, trend-cycle. seasonal, and irregular components. The last two components are 
net of outliers and special effects). Proper assessment of the quality of a decomposition 
requires consideration of all components obtained: The irregular, in particular is obtained as 
a residual and hence wiU likely evidence problems in the estimation of the other components 
(if it were to display. for example, regular or seasonal features). The third group of figures 
presents the spectra of the components and the squared gain of the associated filter. The last 
group of figures shows the component forecasts. For two series (PPI and peO) comparison 
of the levels of the original series, SA series, and trend is not informative. For these two 
cases, to assess the smoothing achieved by removing the seasonal component and the irregular 
the rates of growth are also compared. 
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SERIES TITLE: BDE 
MODELS FOR nfE COMPON,ENTS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 O.OOS9 -0.9941 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (O) 0.10807 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 !.SI02 \.6468 
0.611& 0.3627 0.1248 
SEAS. DEr-;O�JINATOR 
1.0000 I._ 
1.0000. 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(O) 
IRREGULAR 
VAR.(O) 0.40678 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.00138 
1.6125 1.4309 
-0.0277 -0.3380 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1.0000 -1.31$2 0.3192 
SEASONAL!.)' ADJUSTEDDEl'OmUNATOR 
1,0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (") 0.93782 
(OJ INUNITSQF VAR(A) 
1.1814 0.8??9 
1.0000 1.0000 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMPONEf'.;1S (STATIONARY TRAKSfOR�IAT10N) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAO COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTiMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
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12 
0.000 
0.000 
VAR.(O) 0.21' 
IRREGULAR 
0.376 
..(1.0)4 
0.0" 
0.272 
-0.107 
0.040 
SEASONAL 
.(l.61l 
0.000 
2.6'6 
-0.613 
-0.0)4 
2.564 
.C).602 
-O.OIl 
2.450 
LAO COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.000 
0.000 
-O.)4{) 
-0.034 
.0.404 
.().076 
V AR.(") 0.407 0.2'9 0.236 
(0) IN liNlTS OF VA&(A) 
For all tQnlponents il lhould IJ;lppcn thai : 
• Vat(Componcnl) > Var(Estim.1Ior) 
• Var(EslinutOf) dose \0 Var(Estinule) 
0.930 
0.000 
0.019 
0.'" 
0.946 
0.000 
0.676 
0.731 
0.000 
CROSSCORRELAnON DElWEEN ST ATIONARY TRANSFOR�IATION OF ESTIMATORS 
ESTIMATOR 
TREND-SEASONAL -O.50JE-OI 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR O.2DE-01 
TREND-IRREGULAR. -0.121 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATE 
-0.164 
0.464£-0\ 
-O.I04E-01 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
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0.02. 0.111 0.024 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN TIfE STANDARD ERROR OF 
TIfE REVISION AfTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITII CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
AFTER I YEAR 75.09 6.S45 
AFTER 2 YEAR 76.S0 13.25 
AFTER 3 YEAR 7S.40 19.22 
AFTER 4 YEAR 79.S9 24.77 
AFTER 5 YEAR SI.27 29.95 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN RMSE FROM CONCURRENT ADJUSTMENT 3.912 
(.) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
Seuorul component: RECEI>.'T ESTIMATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR 
·24 -1.61S 0.9932 
·23 _2.251 1.00S 
·22 0.5949 1.011 
·21 4.750 1.012 
·20 0.92SO 1.012 
·19 2.0<45 1.012 
·18 �.4259 1.012 
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-17 2.631 1.0ll 
-16 4.124 1.013 . 
-I> -O.4226E-OI 1.014 
-I' -1.999 1.017 
_13 -0.4959 1.020 
_12 -U95 1.0H 
-11 -l.2'so 1.042 
_10 0.5140 I.04.s 
-, 4.749 1.046 
-l1 0.9\87 1.047 
_7 2.05) J.()47 
-6 -0.4283 1.047 
-, 2.640 Lo·n 
� -4.126 1.048 
-3 '().4501E-01 (.049 
-2 -2.018 1.052 
-1 -0.4951 1.0H 
0 -U79 1.061 
STANDARD ERROR OF 0.7501 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
SeuOIul component: FORECAST 
PERIOD FORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
·2.245 1.079 
0.5730 1.082 
4.751 1.083 
• 0.9181 l.084 
2.0S7 1.084 
6 -0.4288 1.084 
7 2.643 1.084 
, -4.127 1.085 
, -0.4605£-01 1.086 
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10 
11  
1 2  
-2.023 1.089 
..0.4957 1.093 
_1.577 1.098 
STANDARD ERROR OF ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF GROWTH 
(NONANNUAUZED GROWTH) 
I. PERTOD TO PERIOD GROWTH OF TUE SERIES 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 1.800 1.242 
I ·  PERIOD REVISION 1.S49 1.242 
FINAL ESTI�IATOR 1.491 0.887 
2. GROWTltOf A 3 - PERIOD (CENTERED) MOVING AVERAGE 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTI/liATOR 3.832 4.789 
J - PERIOD REVISION 2.956 1.366 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 2.�1J 1.117 
(CENTERED) ESTIMATOR OFTIIE PRESENT A};NUAL GROV.'TII 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
CONCURRENT 
ESTIMATOR 
8.913 
fiNAL ESTIMATOR :U25 
SERIES 
9.301 
0.239 
SERIES TITLE: BDI 
MODELS FOR TilE COMPONENTS 
SERIES 
9.307 
0.000 
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TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.0017 -0.998) 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 \.0000 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 1.76)) 2.06jl 
1.0066 0.686j 0.3677 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (0) 0.00013 
IRREGULAR 
2.1191 1.963j 
0.1714 -O.16B 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUt.IERATOR 
1.0000 -1.0782 0.0798 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DENOMINATOR. 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (0) 0.98172 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
1.6941 1.l6S2 
1.0000 1.0000 
A1JTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMPONENTS (STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
u\O COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
0.000 0.280 0.139 -O.j)7 -0.537 .... " 
12 0.000 -0.010 -0.040 0.000 -().010 -0.129 
VAR.(IO) 0.41j 0.181 0.11) 2.129 2.108 \.943 
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IRREGULAR SEASONAL 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
0.000 
12 0.000 
VAR.(O) 0.286 
-OA60 
-0.010 
0.1.53 
(0)11'1 UNITS OF VAR(A) 
-0.120 
0.136 
For.lI components it s.hould !\"I'","""I1 th;!t ; 
- Var(COITIponCTlI) > Var(Estinlll or) 
- Var(Estim:uor) dos� to Var{Estin1:lI�) 
0.94' 0.799 0.791 
0.000 0.9'1 
0.003 0.000 0.000 
CROSSCORRELATION OE.TWEEN STATIOXARY TRI\NSfORMATIO� 
OF ESTIMATORS 
ESTIMATOR 
TREND-SEASONAL -O.340E.-OI 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR O.t3SE-01 
TREND-IRREGULAR -O.281E-01 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATE 
-0.149 
O.SIGE-OI 
0.842E-01 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISIO� IN CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
0.079 0.001 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
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PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN TIlE STANDARD ERROR 
OF TlIE REVJSION AFTER ADDmONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITH CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
AFTER 1 YEAR 76.7S 2.319 
AfTER 2 YEAR TI.31 4.722 
AfTER 3 YEAR n.86 7.027 
AfTER 4 YEAR 78.40 9.296 
AfTER ' YEAR 78.93 II.H 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN RMSE FROM COI"CURRENT ADJUSTMENT 1.134 
Seuonal eomponcnt: RECENT ESTIMATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR 
." .().1194 0.4688 
.2) ·2.212 0.4701 
·22 0.3447 0.4708 
·21 2.276 0.4711 
·20 0.7677 0.4713 
·1' 1.4S2 0.4714 
·1' 0.1S19 0.4714 
.11 1.0'7 0.4714 
·1' ·7.294 0.471' 
.1' 0.8172 0.4717 
·1' 0.3069 0.4721 
·13 2.456 0.4728 
·12 .(j.11I1 0.4738 
·11 ·2.213 0.47S2 
·10 0.3438 0.47S9 
., 2.27S 0.4762 
.. 0.7663 0.4764 
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·7 L451 
.. 0.1493 
., 1.051 
.. -7.293 
., 0.8178 
·2 0.3074 
·1 H5g 
0 -0.1111 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
0 .• 76' 
0.476' 
0.476' 
0.4766 
0.4768 
O.4nJ 
0.4780 
0.4790 
Season:al cOInpm.:nt FORECAST 
PERIOD FORECAST STA."'OARD ERItOR 
-2.213 0.4804 
0.3439 0.4811 
2.275 0.4815 
0.7662 0.4817 
1.451 0.411\7 
6 0.1487 0.4817 
7 1.056 0.4817 
-7.293 0.4818 
, D.lln 0.4821 
10 0,)07) 0.4825 
1 1  2.458 0.4832 
12 ..0.2282 0.4842 
STANDARD ERROR OF ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF GROWTlI 
(NONANNUALIZEDGROWTII) 
I. PERIOD TO PERIOD GROWTII OF TilE SERIES 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
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CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR \.596 0.482 
I ·  PERIOD REVISION 1.316 OA82 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 1.304 0.356 
2. GROWTH OF A 3 - PERIOD (CENTERED) MOVING AVERAGE 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 3.408 3.726 
1 - PERIOD REVISION 2.21£ 0.716 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 1.944 0.H9 
(CEI'-'TERED) ESTIMATOR OF TilE PRESEI'-'T A,'1NUALGROWTlI 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR SERIES SERIES 
CONCURRENT 9.034 
ESTIMATOR 
FINALESTI­
MATOR 
1.905 
9.151 
0.066 
SERIES TITLE: LGO 
MODELS FOR TilE COMPONENTS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 -0.1'9' -0.9924 0.1671 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.6740 2.3480 -0.6740 
INNOV. VAR. (O) 0.32731 
9.1�7 
0.000 
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SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 1.8516 2.7689 H235 3.9141 
3.1214 2.5490 1.1132 0.9517 0.3501 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (0) 0.00543 
IRREGULAR 
V AR.(") 0.07926 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1.0000 .(1.9186 .(I.G037 0.0014 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 _2.6740 2.3480 .(1.6740 
INNOV. VAR. (") 0.90329 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
3.8954 3.5832 
1.0000 1.0000 
AUTOCORRELATION FUCTIONOF Cm.IPONENTS 
( STATIONARY TRA..'l"SFOR"IATION) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAG COMPONENT ESTI"IATOR ESTIMATE COMI'ONENTESTIMATOR ESTiMATE 
0.24S 
1 2  .(1.004 
IRREGULAR 
0.398 
.(I.05S 
0.441 
0.308 
0.014 
0.390 
SEASONAL 
-0.161 
.(I.ClOl 
1.069 
-().lSI 
-0.054 
1.009 
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.(1.111 
.(l.078 
0.868 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.000 
0.000 
0.019 
-0.658 
-O.OS2 
0.028 
(0) IN UNITS OF V AR(A) 
-0.588 
-0.138 
0.022 
For all components it should hJPp.."I1that : 
- Var(Componenl):> Var(E!itimator) 
- Var(Estimalor) dose to Var(EstimJlc) 
0.968 
0.000 
OASO 
O.SH 
0.S95 
0.005 
0.856 
0.716 
0.001 
CROSSCORRELATION BETWEEN STATIONARY TRAN"SFORMATION OF ESTI�IATORS 
ESTIMATOR 
TREND-SEASONAL -O.321E-01 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR 0.168E-01 
TREND-IRREGULAR 0.410E-01 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATE 
-0.100 
0.562E-01 
0.461£-01 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENTESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(O) 0.168 0.12S 0.IS9 0.127 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
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PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN TilE STANDARD ERROR 
OF THE REVISION AFTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITH CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
AFTER I YEAR 22.33 10.36 
AFTER 2 YEAR 30.44 19.71 
AFTER 3 YEAR 37.70 21.09 
AFTER 4 YEAR 44.20 3�.6O 
AFTER � YEAR �om 42.32 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN R�ISE FRO�I CONCURREI\'T ADJUSnIEI\'T 2.991 
S�asonal componelll: RECENT ESTJ�[ATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR 
·24 0.2736 0.6766E-OI 
.2l -0.4282 0.6768E.(I1 
·22 -0.6493 0.6TISE.(I1 
·21 -O.�035 0.6806£-0 1  
·2. -0.3474 0.6140[-01 
·19 -0.1954 0.6868£-01 
·18 -O.399�E-02 0.6884E-OI 
·17 0.2044 0.6889£.(11 
·16 0.2626 0.6889£-01 
·15 0.�106 0.689�E.(I1 
.14 0.51l� 0.6920E.(I1 
·13 0.3634 0.6979E-01 
·12 0.2760 0.7018E-OI 
·11 -0.4284 0.7090£-01 
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·1. �.6SOO 
., .IUG)) 
., -0.).78 
.7 -O.19S9 
� -O.3816E-02 
., 0.203) 
.. 0.2633 
., 0.S109 
., 0.$136 
·1 0.3607 
• 0.2160 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
FINAl.. ESTIMATOR 
O.7102E�1 
0.71)6£-01 
O.7177�1 
0.7210E-OI 
0.7229E-01 
O.7234E-OI 
O.7234£..{)1 
0.7241£-01 
O.7271E-O\ 
O.7))9E'()I 
0.7467£-01 
Scuonal component: FORECAST 
PERIOD FORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
-0.4279 0.7470£-01 
-0.6494 0.7482£-<>1 
-0.$028 0.7$18£-01 
, -0.3474 0.7%3£-01 
-0.1958 0.7600E-OI 
• -0.4149£..02 0.7621£-01 
7 0.2032 O.7628E-OI 
, 0,2631 O.7628E'()1 
, 0.S112 O.76J4E-OI 
I. 0.5131 O.7663£"()1 
1 1  0.3606 0.7731£..01 
12 0.27$9 0.78$8E-01 
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STANDARD ERROR OF ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF GROWTH 
(NONANNUAUZED GRO\VTH) 
t. PERIOD TO PERIOD GROwrH OF THE SERIES 
TREND SEASONAllY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENTESTlMATOR 0.064 0.048 
t • PERIOD REVISION 0.0" 0.047 
FINALESTlMATOR 0.047 0.034 
2. GROWTH OF A 3 ·  PERIOD (CENTERED) MOVING AVERAGE 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR o.ln 0.179 
I . PERIOD REVISJON 0.117 0.106 
FINAt.ESTIMATOR 0.087 0.0" 
(CENTERED) ESTIMATOR OF 11IE PRESENT 
ANNUALGRO\VTH 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR 
CONCURRENT 0.907 
ESTIMATOR 
FlNALESTI· 
MATOR 
0.0'3 
SERIES 
0.907 
0.026 
SERIES TITLE: peo 
SERIES 
0.908 
0.000 
MODELS FOR THE COMPONENTS 
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TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.027' �.9n' 
TRENDDENOMlNATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. V AR.. (-) 0.21091 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 2.0'39 2.'4S2 
1.4118 1.0086 0.'94' 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (-) 
IRREGULAR 
VAR. 0.10905 
1.000  
1.0000 
0.03089 
2.6867 2 .. HI4 
0.3256 �.0172 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1.0000 �.7468 -0.2194 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTEDDENmllNATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
JNNOV. VAR. (-) 0.74792 
2.2471 1.8378 
1.0000 1.0000 
AllfOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMPONENTS 
(STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
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0.000 0.168 0.266 
12 0.000 -0.1042 .o.IOS 
VAR.(O) 0.H7 0.309 0.191 
IRREGULAR SEASONAL 
-0.363 
0.000 
1.201 
-0.366 -0.497 
-0.142 -0.212 
1.012 0.808 
UG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE Cm.IPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
0.000 
12 0.000 
VAR.(O) 0.109 
-O.61S 
-0.142 
0.036 
(O)IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
-0.747 
-0.238 
0.033 
For all conlponml$ it IIhoold Iu.pp..'Il Ih.lt : 
- Vu(ConlJ'lOncnl) > VaIiESlim;uor) 
- Var(£$linl.1lor) dose lo .v�r(Estim;lI�) 
O.9SS 
0.000 
!.ISS 
0.842 
0.711 
0.049 
0.&63 
0.790 
0.069 
CROSSCORRELATION BETWEEN STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION OF ESTIMATORS 
ESTIMATOR 
TREND·SEASONAL -O.90SE-O) 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR O.16SE-01 
TREND-IRREGULAR 0.7S7£"o1 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATE 
-O.13S 
0.4-10£-01 
0.570&01 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
0.199 0.156 0.19S 0.161 
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0.162 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
VA.R.(") 0.393 0.311 
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION INTIIE STANDARD ERROR 
OFTIIE REVISION AFTER ADDmONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITII CONCURRENT EST1�IATORS) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
AFTER 1 YEAR 40.73 21.21 
AFTER 2 YEAR H.61 41.71 
AFTER 3 YEAR 69.68 63.31 
AFTER 4 YEAR 78.31 73.76 
AFTER S YEAR 84.'19 81.23 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN R�ISE FROM CONCURRENT ADJUSTMENT 
11.25 
(") IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
Su.$Ona\ «lmponmt: RECENT ESTIMATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE 
·24 -O.1S22 
.2) -O.967SE..(I1 
·22 0.4016£-01 
.21 0.8224£-0 1  
STANDARD ERROR 
0.7742£..01 
0.7806£-01 
0.791SE-Ol 
0.7983E-01 
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·20 a.lm 0.1011£.01 
·19 0.256' O.�Jl£"o1 
·18 0.34'2 O.8033£'()) 
·17 0.2978£.01 0.803'£.01 
·1' -0.2124 0.8048£.01 
·10 -0.2413 O.8081E-OI 
.1. -0.1'97 0.8166E-OI 
·13 .(I .... nE-OI 0.1297£.01 
·1' -0.1666 0.8498E-OI 
·11  -0.1140 O.8612F,.(I1 
·10 0.2179£.01 O.880�E-Ol 
., 0.780'E-01 O.8924E-01 
·s 0.2009 0.898'£.01 
·7 0.2921 0.9008£-01 
.. O.J7S5 O.90I IE-OI 
., 0.3'10£.01 0.9014E-01 
� -0.213' O.9037E-01 
.3 -O.2S5S 0.910'£-01 
., -0,1769 O.9241E-Ol 
·1 -0.626'£..01 O.9470£..()1 
0 -0.18'2 0.9797£-01 
STANDARD ERROR OF 0.6861£-01 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
8<&1011&1 eonlpon�nI: FORECAST 
PERIOD fORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
-0.12705 0.9949£.0 1  
, 0.122'£..01 0.102) 
3 O.741'E-Ol 0.1040 
• 0.2039 0.1049 
, 0.2985 0.10'2 
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6 0.3127 0.IOS3 
7 O.J919E-OI 0.10'3 
• -O.lD90 O.IOSS 
, -O.2S21 0.1062 
10 ..(l.I" l 0.107S 
I I  -O.6 1T7E-01 0.1097 
" ..(l,IIS] 0.1129 
STANDARD ERROR OF ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF GROWTH 
(NONANNUAUZEDGRO\J/ll1) 
I. PERIOD TO PERIOD GROWTH OF TIlE SERIES 
TREND 'SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 0.081 
I ·  PERIOD REVISION 0.07' 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 0.06' 
0.0" 
0.0'6 
2. GROWTlI OF A J ·  PERIOD (CENTERED) �IOVING AVERAGE 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT Esn�IATOR 0.188 0.1% 
I ·  PERIOD REVISION 0.144 0.136 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 0.111 0.100 
(CENTERED) ESTIMATOR OFTIIE PRESENT 
ANNUALGROWTII 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR SERIES SERIF.$ 
CONCURRENT O.S," 0.S47 a.HI 
ESTIMATOR 
F1NAL ESTI· 0.080 0.0'2 0.000 
MAroR 
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SERIES TITLE: PPI 
MODELS FOR THE COMPONENrS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 -0.3439 .0.96'1 0.3711 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.1479 1.69H -0.8479 
INNOV. VAR. (") 0.18'14 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 1.641S 2,2704 
2.8793 2.3163 1.S734 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (") 
IRREGULAR 
VAR. 0.04732 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.11979 
2.8038 
0.7924 
1.0000 
1.0000 
J.16�1 
0.2942 
1.0000 
1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1.0000 ·1. 1609 0.1437 0.0'83 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DEr-:mIINATOR 
\.0000 -2.8479 2.69'7 -0.8479 
INNOV. VAR.(") 0.S1237 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
3.3078 3.213' 
1.0000 1.0000 
AlITOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMPONENTS 
(STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
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LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
1 2  
0.187 
-0.010 
IRREGULAR 
0.400 
-O.2�6 
0.iS6 
0.49� 
'().34! 
0.139 
SEASONAL 
'().23� 
..().OO� 
0.�74 
.().!44 
..().2H 
0.367 
"().143 
.().2)6 
0.)27 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE Cm.IPOr<:ENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.000 
0.000 
'().�88 
..().2H 
.().654 
.(l.IS7 
VAR.(O) 0.047 0.011 0.010 
For ... lI l:omponmls it should Il:lpp.:n Ih�l : 
• V"'i(Componcnl) >  V.i(ESlin�lor) 
• Var{Eslin�lor) doS(: 10 Vlr{ESlim:!.Ic) 
0.968 
0.000 
7.767 
0.870 
0.51) 
0.458 
0.874 
0.168 
0.274 
CROSSCORRELATION DETWEEN STATIONARY TRAr<:SFOR�IAT[ON OF ESTI�IATORS 
TREND·SEASONAL 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR 
TREND.IRREGULAR 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATOR 
"().68lE-OI 
0.498E.(l1 
0.228E.(l1 
ESTIMATE 
-O.JS5 
0.6OOE-01 
O.!O)E.(l1 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
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TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
0.)4.5 0.467 0.427 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT EsTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(·) 0.119 0.773 
PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN TIlE STANDARD ERROR 
OFTHE REVISION AFTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITU COSCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
AfTER I .YEAR .52.16 47.1l 
AfTER 2 YEAR 76.72 74.23 
AFTER 3 YEAR 18 . .50 87.27 
AfTER 4 YEAR 94.32 93.71 
AfTER .5 YEAR 97.20 %.90 
AVERAGE PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN RMSE FROM CONCURRENT ADJUSTMENT 10.26 
(') IN UNITS Of V AR(A) 
Susana! tOOmpon¢nI: RECENT ESTIMATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR 
·24 .0 . .5014 0.1.564 
·lJ .0.1967 0.1.564 
·ll 0.4281E-O\ O.I� 
·21 0.3137 0.1.57.5 
·20 0.4380 0.158' 
.\9 0 . .5279 0.1'9' 
·n 0.2946 0.1600 
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·17 0.3517E-01 0.1602 
·1' -0.6631£.01 0.1602 
.1> -0.1139 0.1605 
·1' -0.2043 0.1611 
·13 .0.2615 0.1666 
·1' ....... 0.1739 
·11 ..(l.ll" 0.1739 
·10 0.4008£.01 0.17SI 
., 0.2S41 0.1780 
·S 0 .... 12 0.1115 
·7 O.40tO 0.184' 
.. 0.1811 0.1869 
., .0.10>41 0.1876 
-4 .o,l7lS 0.1876 
., -0.1976 0.188S 
., ..(l.II]1 0.1927 
·1 .a.ZOO] 0.20ll 
0 -O.J986 0.22.50 
STANDARD ERROR OF 0.1.504 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
S.:uonai componmt: RECENT ESTIMATES 
PERIOD fORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
.0.1166 0.2250 
, 0.9629£.01 0.22S9 
, 0.3067 0.229.5 
• 0.'''81 0.234' 
0.40.54 0.240) 
, 0.IS71 0.2«0 
7 -O.I40S O.24n 
-O,ZOO6 0.2460 
, -O.210:Z 0.2463 
10 -0.17.50 0.2497 
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I I  .0.1911 0.2598 
" .0.)901 0.2804 
STANDARD ERROR OF ALTERNATIVE MEASURES Of GROWTH 
(NONANNUALIZEDGROWTH) 
1. PERIOD TO PERIOD GROWTH OF TIlE SERIES 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 0.129 0.130 
I · PER10DREVISION 0.114 0.12S 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 0.0119 0.095 
2. GROWTII OF A )  - PERJOD(CENTERED) MOVING AVERAGE 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 0.349 0.35) 
I ·  PERIOD REVISION 0.280 0.271 
fiNAL ESTIMATOR 0.194 0.193 
(CENTERED) ESTI"-IATOR OFT]I!:: PRESENT 
ANNUALGROWTII 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR SERIES SERIES 
CONCURRENT 1.606 
ESTIMATOR 
fINALESTI· 0.165 
MATOR 
1.607 
0.IS8 
SERIES TITLE: CIT 
MODELS FOR TUE COMPONENTS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.625 
0.000 
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1.000  0.OH3 -0.9441 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
lNNOV. VAR. (0) 0.01498 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1 .0000 0.1n6 0.4813 
-0.3893 -OA282 -0.4292 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (O) 
IRREGULAR 
VAR.(O) 0.38208 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.08390 
0.2317 0.0075 
-DAD08 -D.35J6 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1.0000 -1.6242 0.6421 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DENO�IINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (O) 0.'7299 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
-O.11J4 -0.3051 
1.0000 1.0000 
AlTTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMI'ONENTS 
(STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAO COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE CO�IPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.002 
0.000 
0.n7 
-D.2S2 
0.46' 
-0.232 
-D.6S8 
0.000 
-O.(m 
-D.249 
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-0.646 
·0.281 
0.001 0.001 2.321 1.685 1.719 
IRREOULAR SEASONAL 
LAO COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
0.000 
12 0.000 
VAR.CO) 0.382 
�.162 
�.2SI 
0.233 
CO) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
�.243 
�.263 
0.219 
For 1.1I .:omponenlS it sh�lld h�pp..'Il ll�l : 
• Var(Componall) > \'�r(Utinulor) 
• Vlr(Eslinulor) ,,105(1 10 \'�r(E$linul") 
0.743 
0.000 
0.234 
0.6<0 
0.703 
0.061 
0.636 
0.733 
O.OSS 
CROSSCORRELATION BETWEEN ST ATIO�ARY TRANsrORMATION or ESTIMATORS 
ESTIMATOR 
TREND·SEASONAL �.1�8 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR O.IOS 
TREND-IRREGULAR �.271 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATE 
�.114 
O.89SE�1 
�.I&4 
fiNAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
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0.109 0.104 0.095 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(·) 0.110 0.204 
PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN TIlE STANDARD ERROR 
OF THE REVISION AfTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON Wmt CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
AfTER 1 YEAR 90.11 48.72 
AFTER 2 YEAR 95.00 74.27 
AFTER 3 YEAR 97.49 87.09 
AfTER 4 YEAR 98.74 93.51 
AFTER 5 YEAR 99.37 96." 
AVERAGE PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN RMSE fROM CONCURRENT ADJUSTMENT 33.49 
(e) IN UNITS OF V AR(A) 
Seasonal eomponmt: RECENT ESTIMATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR 
·24 0.7517£..01 0.2336£..01 
.l3 O.S600£..01 0.2449&41 
·22 0.1498£..03 0.2450£..01 
·21 .o.2193E-OI 0.2451&41 
·20 0.1568&41 0.2451&01 
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-19 0.1048 O.24$IE-OI 
-II O.7248E-02 O.24j2E-OI 
_17 0.4114&41 0.2454E-01 
-16 0.5930£..01 O.2458E-Ol 
-" .o,22UE-03 0.2466£.01 
-14 -0._ O.2477E-01 
-13 O.70HE-OI O.2494E-OI 
-12 O.7U2E-01 0.2517£-01 
-II O.S80IE-01 O.29IJE-OI 
-10 0.8073E-02 O.2917E-OI 
-, .o.2682E-01 0.2919£.01 
-8 O.1827£'()1 0.2919E-01 
-, 0.\106 O.2919E-OI 
.. 0.3632£-02 O.2922E.()1 
-, 0.2937E-OI 0.2928£-01 
-4 O.5613E-OI 0.2941£..01 
-3 -0.4630£-02 0.2963£-01 
-, -0.4116 0.2996£-01 
-I 0.7097£-01 0.3042£-0' 
0 0.8136£.01 O.)I04E-01 
STANDARD ERROR OF O.2272E-OI 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
S�lSon�1 component; FORECAST 
PERIOD FORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
O.5970E-OI 0.3939£-01 
O.I074E.()) O.J945E-OI 
-O.2604E-OI 0.3947£..01 
, 0.2049£-01 0.3947£-01 
0.1134 0.3948£.01 
, O.4211E-Ol O.3950E-OI 
, O.2768E-OI 0.3958£..01 
O.5560E-OI 0.3972E-OI 
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9 -0."'8[-02 0.3994E-Ol 
10 -0.4126 0.4028f,.()1 
I I  0.7101f,.()1 0.4074E-Ol 
12 0.8169E-Ol 0.4134E-OI 
STANDARD [RROR OF TlIE RATES OF GROWTH ESTIMATES 
(IN POINTS OF NON ANNUAUZED PERCENT GROWTII) 
(LiNEAR APPROXIMATION) 
I .  PERIOD TO PERIOD RATE OF GROWTlI OF TilE SERIF.S(TI I) 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
COl'CURRENT ESTII>IATOR 
I - PERIOD REVISION 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
1.L67 
1.109 
0.999 
4.\21 
4.121 
3.194 
2. RATE OF GROWTH OF A 3 • PERIOD (CENTERED) �IOVING AVERAGE (TI l) 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 2.6H '.?18 
1 - PERIOD REVISION 2.461 · 4.3'6 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 1.990 3.346 
(CENTERED) ESTIMATOR OF THE PRESENT 
RATE OF ANNUALGROWTII. T(I 12) 
(UNEAR APPROXIMATION) 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR SERIES SERIES 
CONCURRENT 6." 9 8.333 8.793 
ESTIMATOR 
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fiNAL ESTI· 
MATOR 
1.903 0.000 
SERIES TITLE: CET 
MODELS FOR THE COMPONENTS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.0489 -O.9S I I  
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 ·2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (O) 0.00578 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.6319 0.3278 
-O.330S ..().3319 ..().3071 
SEAS. DENmllNATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. CO) 
IRREQULAR 
VAR. 0.4S890 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.09167 
0.0872 -0.0932 
..Q.2633 ..Q.2072 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1.0000 ·1.n74 0.7671 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DEI'OOMINATOR 
1.0000 ·2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(O) 0.S9109 
CO) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
"().218� 
1.0000 
-O.29n 
1.0000 
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AlTTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMPONENTS 
(STATIONARY TRANSfORMATION) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
VAR.(O) 
0.001 
0.000 
0.011 
IRREGULAR 
0.600 
-0.245 
0.000 
0.622 
-0.238 
0.000 
SEASONAL 
-0.664 
0.000 
2.764 
-0.664 
-0.231 
2.021 
-0.735 
.(l.208 
2.286 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE CmlPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.000 
0.000 
0.459 
..(l.on 
..(l.237 
0.304 
.(l.216 
..(l.217 
0.288 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
For all components iI s110uld h3rr�"1 th3t : 
• Var(Componcnt) > Var(Estinllltor) 
• Var(Estimator) c:l05e to Var(Elitinu.tc) 
0.667 
0.000 
0.191 
0.5n 
0.690 
0.048 
0.514 
0.672 
0.038 
CROSSCORRELATION DETWEEN STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION OF ESTlt..IATORS 
ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
TREND·SEASONAL -0.183 ..(l.216 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR 0.137 0.165 
TREND-IRREGULAR .(l.33 1  -0.304 
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ERROR ANALYSIS 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
0.047 0.117 0.074 0.088 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (C("INCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(O) 0.121 0.206 
PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN TI[E 5T /\NDMD ERROR OF 
THE REVIS[ON AfTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPAR[SON WITII CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
AFTER I YEAR 93.29 45.96 
AFTER 2 YEAR 96.06 70.89 
AFTER 3 YEAR 97.70 84.32 
AFTER 4 YEAR 98.75 91.56 
AFTER 5 YEAR 99.32 9'-4' 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION IN R�ISE FROM CONCURRENT ADJUSnlENT 35.H 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
Seasonal componmt: RECENT ESTIMATES 
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PERIOD ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR 
·24 0.8-471E.()1 0.26HE.()1 
·23 0,3210E.()1 0.2791E.()1 
·22 0.3030E.()1 0.2798E.()1 
·21 -0.1289 0.2791E.()1 
·20 -O.20nE.()1 0.2791E.()1 
·19 0.1739E.()1 O.l799E-O I  
·IS -O.49�3E.()1 0.2800E-OI 
·17 0.�8IJE-01 0.2803E-01 
·1' 0.8087E.()1 0.2807E-OI 
·1) 0.1433 0.2812E-OI 
·14 '().3�OO 0.2820E.-OI 
·13 0.13I9E-03 0.28JOE-01 
·12 0.87�6E-OI O.2843E'()\ 
·11  0.3901£..01 O.J212E-OI 
·10 0.1634E-01 0.J282E-OI 
., -0.1419 O.3282E.() 1 
., .().1818E-Ol O.3282E.()1 
·7 0.8S7I£.01 0.3284£-01 
.. .().8133E-Ol 0.128RE.-OI 
.) 0.6331£.01 0,329�E'()1 
-4 0.7431£..01 0.3306E-01 
.) 0.149� 0.132IE'()1 
·2 �13426 0.3343£.01 
.1  -O.J486E-OI 0.3371E-01 
0 0.9192E-OI 0.3408E-0 1  
STANDARD ERROR OF 0.1�7�£'o1 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
Seasonal component: FORECAST 
PERIOD SEASONAL 
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FORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
0.4192E-OI 0.4366E-Ol 
0.1633E-Ol 0.4366E"()1 
"().1423 0.4366E-OI 
4 "().I66SE-OI 0.4367E-Ol 
0.8616E-OI O.4370E"()1 
6 "().802SE"()2 O.437SE-OI 
7 0.6409E-OI 0.4382F."()l 
0.7)30E"()1 0.4394E"()1 
• 0.1.s03 0.4410E..()1 
10 '().)422 0.4430E..()1 
I I  "().1727E-01 0.44.s7E"()1 
" 0.9443E-OI 0.4489E"()1 
STA.�DARD ERROR OFTIIE RATES OfGROWTl1 ESTIMATES 
(IN POINTS OF NON ANNUALIZED PERCENT GROWTII) 
(LINEAR APPROXIMATION) 
I. PERIOD TO PERIOD RATE OF GROWTII Of THE SERIES (TII) 
CONCURRENTESllMATOR 
1 - PERIOD REVISION 
F1NAL ESTIMATOR 
TREND 
0.813 
0.791 
0.719 
SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
4.788 
4.787 
3.149 
2. RATE OF GROWTH OF A 3 - PERIOD (CENTERED) MOVING AVERAGE (1"31) 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
I . PERIOD REVISION 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
TREND 
1.86, 
1.790 
1.493 
SEASONALLY AD1. SERIES 
6.$73 
4.87S 
3.196 
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(CENTERED) ESTIUATOR OF THE PRESENT 
RATE OF ANNUAL GROWTH. T(1 12} 
(UNEAR APPROXIMATION) 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADI. ORIGINAL 
ERROR SERIES SERIES 
CONCURRENT 4.61$ 7.776 
ESTIMATOR 
FINAL ESTI· 2.204 2.217 
MATOR 
SERIES TITLE: IPI 
MODELS FOR TilE Cm.IPONENTS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.0418 .o.9S82 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 ·2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(O) 0.02793 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 1.0$03 0.8420 0.3745 0.2735 
8.31' 
0.000 
.0.0007 
.0.4089 .0.5178 .0.5904 .0.6034 .0.7284 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (0) 
IRREGULAR 
VAR.(O) 0.39972 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.01178 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1".0000 
.0.2316 
1.0000 
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1.0000 -1.5480 0,�652 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(O) 0.6S99I 
(0) INUNITSOF VAR(A) 
At.rrOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMPONENTS 
( STATIONARY TRANSfORMATION ) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAG COl>lPOl'ENT ESTI�IATOR ESTIMATE CO�IPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.001 
0.000 
VAR.(O) 0.054 
IRREGULAR 
0,490 
.(1.202 
0.005 
0.429 
.(1.009 
0.004 
SEASONAL 
.(1.652 
0.000 
2.452 
.(1.653 
.(1.201 
1.957 
.(1.620 
.(1.150 
1.792 
LAG COMI'ONENT ESTIr..IATOR ESTIr..IATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.000 
0.000 
.(1.208 
.(1.202 
.(1.217 
.(1.111 
v AR.(O) 0.400 0.253 0.233 
(0) IN UNITS OF V AR(A) 
For all components it should Il:Ippcn liIat : 
- Var{Componen\) > Var{Estimator) 
- Var(Es\imator) closc to Var(Estinl:ltc) 
0.805 
0.000 
0.167 
0.683 
0.779 
0,034 
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0,394 
0.699 
0.020 
CROSSCORRELATION BETWEEN STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION OF ESTIMATORS 
ESTIMATOR 
TREND-SEASONAL -0.110 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR 0.$93&01 
TREND-IRREGULAR -0.230 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATE 
-0.241 
0.965E-01 
-0.188 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REvJSION IN CO�CURRENT ESTI�IATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED 
0.090 0.093 
TRE}:D ADJUSTED 
0.121 0.092 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTI�I,\TOR) 
VAR.(O) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
0.211 0.18$ 
PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN THE STANDARD ERROR 
OFTHE REVISION AFTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITH CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
AFTER I YEAR 
AFTER2 YEAR 
AFfER3 YEAR 
84.47 
90.72 
94.4$ 
)8.9S 
6).$1 
78.19 
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AFTER 4 YEAR 96.69 86.97 
AFTER j YEAR 98.02 92.21 
AVERAGE PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN RMSE FROM CONCURRENT ADJUSTMENT 24.91 
Seasoruol �ponmt: RECENT ESTIMATES 
PERIOD ESTI�IATE ST A.'JDARD ERROR 
·24 -O.2619E.oI 0.789IE-02 
.2) 0.8628E.o) 0.8)j9E-02 
·22 0.2815£-01 0.8)70£-02 
·21 0.1222 0.8)76E-02 
.20 0.2j84E-OI 0.8)nE-02 
.19 0,9662£.01 0.8)77£-02 
.\8 0.868jE-01 0.8)79E-02 
·17 0.9478E-OI 0.8386E-02 
·16 -0.6939 0.8403E-02 
.1 >  0.7799E-01 0.84)5£.02 
·14 0.1024 0.8486£.02 
·13 0.8468E..oI O.8562E-02 
·12 -O.2440E-OI 0.8672E..o2 
·11 -O.nnE-O) 0.9822E-02 
·10 0.2903E-OI 0.9850E-02 
., 0.1223 0.986)E..o2 
.. 0.224jE..Q1 0.9866£.02 
., 0.9j) IE..oI 0.9866E..o2 
.. 0.8737E-OI 0.9870E..o2 
., 0.9j26E-OI 0.9887E..Q2 
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-4 -0.6197 0.9924E-02 
.) O.7796EoOI 0.9?92E-02 
-2 0.1032 O.IOIOE-OI 
.1 O.8406EoOI 0.1025E-OI 
o -O.2655E-Ol 0.1044E-OI 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
0.7422E-02 
�:I$Ollal compolli!lll: FORECAST 
PERIOD FORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
-O.ln'E-02 0.1230£-01 
0.2930£-01 0. 123-4 £-0 1 
3 0.1222 0.12J6E-OI 
0.2168E-01 0.1237E-OI 
0.9'08E-OI O.l237EoOI 
0.8780[-01 0.1237EoOI 
7 0.95' IE-OI 0.1239£-01 
-0.6882 0.1243E-01 
, 0.7802E-01 0.1250E-OI 
\0 0.1036 0.1261£-01 
I I 0.8411£-01 0.1277EoOI 
12 -O.2755E-OI 0.1298£-01 
STANDARD ERROR OF TIlE RATES OFGROWTII ESTIMATES 
<IN POINTS OF NONANNUAUZED PERCENT GROwnl) 
<LiNEAR APPROXIMATION) 
I. PERIOD TO PERIOD RATE OF GROWTII OF TilE SERIES (TIl) 
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TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 0.544 1.346 
I • PERIOD REVISION 0.501 1.346 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 0.462 1.004 
2. RATE OF QROwrH OF A 3 -PERIOD (CENTERED) MOVING AVERAGE (T3!) 
TREND SEASONAlLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESllMATOR 1.214 2.201 
1 .  PERIOD REVISION 1.094 1.475 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 0.89\ 1.094 
(CENTERED) ESTIMATOR OFTIIE PRESENT 
RATE OF ANNUAL GRO\\rt'II, T(1 12) 
(UNEAR APPROXIMATION) 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR 
CONCURRENT 2.887 
ESTIMATOR 
FINALESTI· 
MATOR 
1.003 
SERIES 
0.'" 
SERIES TITLE: IPIIN 
SERlES 
3.472 
0.000 
MODELS FOR TilE Cm.lf'ONENTS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.0381 -0.9613 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (0) 0.03-449 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
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1.0000 1.1924 1.1076 
.(l.O]24 .0.1840 -0.3213 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (O) 
IRREGULAR 
VAR. 0.39167 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.0]382 
0.9317 0.6860 
.(I,4OIS -0.6076 
1.0000 1.0000 
\.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTFI) NUMERATOR 
1.0000 ·UII2 0.5286 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DENm.IINATOR 
1.0000 .2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR. (") 0.67820 
(") IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
0.4320 0.1906 
1.0000 1.0000 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF CO).'I'ONENTS 
( STATIONARY TRANSFOR"IATlON) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
lAO COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
0.001 
12 0.000 
V AR.(-) 0.066 
IRREGULAR 
0.472 
-0.190 
0.007 
0.430 
0.012 
0.006 
SEASONAL 
-0.648 
0.000 
2.416 
-0.649 
-0.189 
1.9" 
-0.636 
-0.239 
1.148 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
" 
0.000 
0.000 
-0.228 
-0.189 
-0.237 
.(I.14l 
O.8jO 
0.000 
0.701 
0.776 
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0." 0 
0.626 
V AR.(") 0.392 0.245 
(") IN UNITS OF VAR(A} 
0.229 
For In components it ihould h.:r.ppm that : 
• Var(Componenl) > Var(Estimalor) 
- Var(Estimltor) close 10 Vlr(E5Iimatc) 
0.199 0.030 0.01� 
CROSSCORRELATION BETWEEN STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION OF ESTIMATORS 
TREND·SEASONAL 
SEASONAL-IRREGULAR 
TRENO·IRREGULAR 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATOR 
.0 . 1 1 1  
0.�68E-01 
-0.213 
ESTIMATE 
.0.211 
0.141 
.0.187 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CO:"CURRENT ESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(") 0.099 0.091 
TREi':D ADJUSTED 
0.127 0.090 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(") 0.226 0.111 
PERCENTAOE REDUCTION IN THE STANDARD ERROR 
OF THE REVlSION AFTER ADDmONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITH CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
- 78-
AFTER I YEAR 82.04 36.69 
AfTER 2 YEAR II.B) . 60.63 
AfTER 3 YEAR 93.06 75.52 
AfTER 4 YEAR 9MI 14.78 
AfTE R '  YEAR 97.32 9O.B 
AVERAGE PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN RMSE FROM CONCURRENT ADJUSTMEI\'T 22.96 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
Scuon;r,J ComponCTII: RECENT ESTlt..IATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE STA."<DARD ERROR 
·24 0.7644£.01 0.1317E-OI 
·23 .(I.�?06E-O I 0.1393£-01 
·n 0.14431::-01 0.1396E-OI 
·21 0.1374 O.J397E-OI 
·20 0.6799E-OI 0.13971':-01 
·19 0.1433 0.1397£-01 
.18 0.13�1 0.1397E-OI 
·17 0.13�9 O.1399E-OI 
·1' -0.%29 O.I4tlI£.o1 
.1$ 0.78'3£-01 0.1407E-OI 
·1' 0.1044 0.1416£-01 
• 1) 0.12' • 0.1430£-01 
·Il 0.7944£-01 0.1449£-01 
·11 -0.602'£-01 0.1623E-OI 
·10 0.1646£-01 0.1629£-01 
., 0.1410 0.1631£-01 
·s 0.6922E-OI 0.1632E-OI 
.7 0.1436 0.1632E-01 
.. 0.1339 0.1633E-OI 
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-, 0.13)1 0.16]5£..(l1 
-< .0,9642 0.1641[.(11 
-3 0.8016£.01 0.1652&01 
-2 0.1024 0.1670£-01 
-I 0.1226 O.1696E-OI 
0 O.7926E-01 0.1730£-01 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
O.1226E-OI 
Snsonal compon.:nl: FORECAST 
PERIOD FORECAST ST ANOARI} ERROR 
.o.609GE-01 0.2000£-01 
0.1702[-01 0.2010E-OI 
0.1422 0.2014£-01 
4 0.7013£-01 0.2016£-<)1 
0.1444 0.2016[-01 
6 0.1340 0.2016&01 
7 0.1328 0.2019£..01 
-0.9640 O.202SE"()\ 
, 0.811 1£-01 0.20)6[-01 
10 0.1023 O.2055E..()1 
I I  0.1214 O.2081E-OI 
1 2  0.7944£...01 O.2118E-OI 
STANDARD ERROR OF TIlE RATES OF GROWTII ESTIMATES 
(IN POINTS OF NON ANNUALIZED PERCENTGROWnl) 
(LINEAR APPROXI MATION) 
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I. PERIOD TO PERIOD RATE OF GROWTH OF TIlE SERIES (TIl) 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 0.997 2.187 
1 - PERIOD REVISION 0.922 2.186 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 0.843 1.626 
2. RATE OF GROWTH OF A 3 - PERIOD (CENTERED) MOVING AVERAGE (T31) 
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTI�IATOR 2.214 3.728 
1 • PERIOD REVISION 1.969 2A41 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 1.604 1.806 
(CENTERED) ESTIMATOR OF TI IE PRESENT 
RATE OF ANNUALGROWTlI. T(1 12) 
(LINEAR APPROXIMATION) 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR SERIES SERIES 
CONCURRENT '.236 3.9'7 6.099 
ESTI/-.IATOR 
FINAL EST!. 1.747 0.832 0.000 
MATOR 
SERIES TITLE: IF AE 
MODELS FOR TilE COMPONENTS 
TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.046' -0.9'3' 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 ·2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(·) 0.0'987 
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SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 1.<4482 D438 
O.SO·1j 0.2723 O.OS32 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 \.0000 
. INNOV. VAR. CO) 
IRREGULAR 
VAR.(O) 0.28861 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.Oj3j8 
1.<48H 1.29j3 
-0.0892 -0.3867 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTEDNU�IERATOR 
1.0000 ·1.3383 0.3669 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(O) 0.63101 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
1.0483 0.7768 
1.0000 1.0000 
AtITOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF COMI'ONENTS 
( STATIONARY TRANSfORMATION) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE CO�II'ONENT ESTI�IATOR ESTIMATE 
12 
0.001 
0.000 
VAR.(O) 0.114 
IRREGULAR 
0.402 
-0.217 
0.020 
0.314 
-O.29S 
0.017 
SEASONAL 
-O.62S 
0.000 
1.846 
-0.627 -0.560 
-0.211 -0.191 
1.440 1.238 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
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11 
0.000 
0.000 
.0.313 
.0.218 
0.155 
-0,292 
.0.249 
0. 139 
(·)IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
For all components it should IAppm IN.I : 
- Var(Componml) > V.r(Estinl�IO:) 
- Var(Estinulor) close to Var(Estinl:ltc) 
0.921 
0.000 
0.619 
0.773 
0.662 
0 .... 
a.nl 
0.629 
0.03& 
CROSSCORRELATION BETWEEN ST ATIONAR Y TRANSFOR!.IATION OF ESTIf..IATORS 
TREND·SEASONAL 
SEASONAL·IRREGULAR 
TREND-IRREGULAR 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATOR 
.(l,126 
0.539£-01 
-0.143 
ESTIMATE 
.(l,lll 
O.847E"()1 
"(),903E-OI 
FINAL ESTIMATIQS ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(·) 0.121 0.107 
TREND ADJUSTED 
0.157 C).112 
TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
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TREND ADJUSTED 
VAR.(·) 0.278 0.219 
PERCENT AGE REDUCTION IN THE STANDARD ERROR 
OFTHE REVISION AFTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPARISON WITn CONCURRENT ESTIMATORS) 
AFTER I YEAR 74.67 42.06 
AfTER 2 YEAR 8S.71 67.30 
AFTER 3 YEAR 91.93 8U4 
AfTER 4 YEAR 9S.4S 89.S8 
AfTER S YEAR 97.43 94.12 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE REnUCTION IN RMSI'. FKO�I COl\CUKKI'.NT ADJUSTMENT 22.61 
Seasonal component: RECENT ESTII.IATES 
PERIOD ESTiMATE STANDARD ERROR 
.24 0.3)20£..(11 0.121S£..(I1 
.2] ..().7S28E-OI 0.1263E..()1 
·22 ..().1479E-03 0.1268E-Ol 
·11 0.1149 0.1271£.01 
." ..().8186E"()2 0.1272E-Ol 
.\9 0.S2S9E-OI O.I272E..()1 
·18 0.9716E-Ol 0.12721'.-0 1  
.17 0.1661 0.12731'.-01 
... ..().5579 0.1276E"()1 
.J> 0.5532E-01 0.1283£..(11 
.14 0.7609£.01 0.12941'.-01 
·13 0.3761E-OI 0.1312E-OI 
·Il 0.474IE"()1 0.1339£..01 
·11 ..().7768E-OI 0.1472E-OI 
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.10 -O.1572E-02 O.1486E-OI 
., 0.1133 O.14!)4E-Ol 
.. -O.13I9E-OI 0.1497E-OI 
., 0.4889£.01 0.1498E-OI 
.. O.9991E-Ol 0.1498£.01 
., 0.1647 0.1500£.(11 
-4 -O.H17 O.150IlE'()1 
., 0.5631£-01 0.1,.24£-01 
., 0.8046E-OI O.1552£..(l1 
.) 0.3707£.01 O.I�9)E-OI 
0 0.4397£.01 0.1647£.01 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 
O.II51E-01 
Sc3Son�1 comPOII�III: FORECAST 
PERIOD fORECAST ST MOOARO ERROR 
, 
, 
, 
, 
10 
I I  
12 
-O.7828E-Ol 
-O.14&3E-02 
0.1130 
-O.14S2E-OI 
0.4769£.01 
0.\009 
0.1644 
-O.SS04 
O . .5666E.()\ 
0.8189£-01 
O.3676E-Ol 
0.4337£.01 
0.1813£.01 
0.1899£.01 
O.19 IJE'()1 
0.1919E-OI 
0.1921£-01 
0.1921E-OI 
0.1923£.0 1  
0.1930£-01 
0.1946£-01 
O.197JE.()1 
0.20"£-01 
O.2073E.o1 
STANDARD ERROR OF TilE RATES OFGROWTII ESTIMATES 
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(TN POINTS OF NONANNUAUZED PERCENT GROwn!) 
(LINEAR APPROXIMATION) 
I. PERIOD TO PERIOD RATE OF GROWTH OF TilE SER]ES (T] I) 
TREND SEASONALLY AD1. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 1.084 1.815 
I ·  PER]OD REVISION 0.98) ].8]4 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 0.294 1.362 
2. RATE OF GROWTH OF A 3 ·  PERIOD(CENTERED) f-IOV]l\G AVERAGE (TIl) 
TREND SEASO};,ALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR 2,397 3.243 
] - PERIOD REV]SION 2.057 2.250 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 1.645 1.677 
(CENTERED) ESTI�[ATOR OFTIIE PRESENT 
RAT£OF ANNUALGRo\VTlI, T(1 12) 
(UNEAR APPROXIMATION) 
STANDARD 
ERROR 
TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
CONCURRENT 5.926 
ESTIMATOR 
FlNALESTI­
MATOR 
1.599 
SER]ES 
6.285 
0.919 
SERIES TITLE: IF AN 
MODELS fOR TIlE COMPONENTS 
SERIES 
6.445 
0.000 
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TREND NUMERATOR 
1.0000 0.0610 -0.9390 
TREND DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 .2.0000 1.0000 
lNNOV. VAR. (0) 0.04845 
SEAS. NUMERATOR 
1.0000 1.4235 U027 
0.4603 0.2347 0.0229 
SEAS. DENOMINATOR 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(O) 
IRREGULAR 
VAR.(O) 0.26183 
1.0000 
1.0000 
0.078B 
1.4345 1.2405 
-0. 1152 -0.4061 
1.0000 1.0000 
1.0000 1.0000 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED NUMERATOR 
1.0000 -1.3514 0.3873 
SEASONALLY ADJUSTED DEr-:m.IINATOR 
1.0000 -2.0000 1.0000 
INNOV. VAR.(O) 0.558S) 
(0) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
0.9941 0.7264 
1.0000 1.0000 
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION OF CO�lPONENTS 
( STATIONARY TRANSFORMATION ) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMI'ONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
0.002 0.4\3 0.323 -0.630 .{).633 -0.667 
-87 -
12 0,000 
IRREGULAR 
-0.265 
0.014 
-0.174 
0.009 
SEASONAL 
0.000 -0.266 -0.271 
1.662 1.215 1.170 
LAG COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE COMPONENT ESTIMATOR ESTIMATE 
0.000 
12 0.000 
V AR.CO) 0.262 
-0.303 
-0.266 
0.134 
CO) IN UNITS OF VAR.(A) 
-0.425 
-O.2n 
0.118 
For.1I componml5 il mould h.:lpp.."!llh.:l1 : 
• Vat(COlnpon�'TII) > Var{Eslim.alor) 
• Vv(Eslimillor) cbsc 10 Var(EstimOlle) 
0.917 
0.000 
0.8S2 
0.TI6 
0.593 
0.116 
0.692 
0.S54 
0.059 
CROSSCORRELATION DETWEEN STATIO:-1ARY TRANSFOR)'IATIO� 01' r:.STI�IATORS 
TRENO·SEASONAL 
SEASONA1.,.IRREGULAR 
TREND.IRREGULAR 
ERROR ANALYSIS 
ESTIMATOR 
-0.139 
0.591£.01 
-O.ln 
ESTI�I,\TE 
.Q.198 
0.629E-01 
.Q.546E.Q1 
FINAL ESTIMATION ERROR REVISION IN CONCURRENT ESTI�IATOR 
TREND ADJUSTED TREND ADJUSTED 
0.110 0.116 0.162 0.124 
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TOTAL ESTIMATION ERROR (CONCURRENT ESTIMATOR) 
TREND ADJUSTED 
0.172 0.239 
PERCENTAGE REDUCT[ON [N THE STANDARD ERROR 
OF THE REVlS[ON AFTER ADDITIONAL YEARS 
(COMPAR[SON W[TII CONCURRENT ESTI�IATORS) 
TREND ADJUSTE!) 
AFTER 1 YEAR 78.9) SO.7) 
AFTER 1 YEAR 90.12 76.91 
AFTER ) YEAR 9S.)7 89.18 
AFTER 4 YEAR 97.8) 94.9) 
AFTER S YEAR 98.98 97.61 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE REDUCTION [N RMSE FR01t.1 CONCURRENT ADJUSnlENT 17.07 
(.) IN UNITS OF VAR(A) 
S�;tSOIl;t[ cOlllponcnl: RECENT ESTI�[ATES 
PERIOD ESTIMATE STANDARD ERROR 
·24 0.981lE-OI 0.9091E-02 
.2) -0.1099 0.9)82£.02 
·22 -O.1879E-OI 0.941 1E'()1 
·21 0.1004 0.9427£.01 
·20 O.1641E-Ol 0.94))E-O'l 
·19 O.61S7£.Ol O.94J4E'()'l 
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·IS O.7S43£.OJ O.94JjE�2 
·17 0.7733£.01 0.9442E-02 
'·16 -0,5157 0.9463E-02 
·IS 0.9473£.01 0.9507E-02 
·14 0.8729E-OI 0.9587E-02 
·13 0.5013E-OI 0.9716E-02 
·Il 0.1050 0.9924£..02 
·11 -O.1I3S O.I I09E-OI 
·10 -0.2110£.01 O.ll20E-OI 
., 0.9702E-O' 0.1 126£.01 
., 0.8539E-02 0.1128£-01 
., 0.6165£-01 O.II29E-01 
� O.7688E-Ol 0.1129£.0 1  
., 0.7642£-0) O.I13IE-OI 
.. -0.5241 O.1 139E"()1 
., 0.%28£.01 0.115510-01 
., O.8607E-Q1 O.1182E-Ol 
·1 0.4692E-OI 0.122110-01 
0 0.1076 0.127210-01 
STANDARD ERROR OF 
F1NAL ESTIMATOR 
O.8843E-()2 
Sa$Ol\.a1 tompon.mt: FORECAST 
PERIOD FORECAST STANDARD ERROR 
-0.1147 0.1502E-OI 
2 -0.2024£.01 O.D26£-01 
O.9741E-OJ 0.1539£-0) 
0.78ooE-02 0.1544E-01 
0.6180E-OI 0.1545£-01 
• O.78In:.oJ O.1S4SE'()1 
, 0.7681£-0) 0.1541£-01 
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-0.5238 
9 0.9697£-01 
10 0.8619£-01 
I I  0.4558£-01 
12 0.1081 
0.1555£-01 
O.I57QE"()1 
O.l597E"()1 
0.1636E"()1 
0.1692E"()1 
STANDARD ERROR OFTIIE RATES OF GROWTH ESTIMATES 
(IN POINTS OF NON ANNUALIZED rERCEl\'T GROWTI!) 
(LlNEA!�. APPROXIMATION) 
I. PERIOD TO PERIOD RATE OFGROWTII OF TilE SERIES (Ti l )  
TREND SEASONALLY ADJ. SERIES 
CO:\CURRENT ESTIMATOR 
I • PERIOD REVISION 
FINAL E·STIMATOR 
0.738 
0.676 
0.608 
1.38Z 
1.381 
1.031 
2 . . RATE OF GROWTIl OF A 3 ·  PERIOD (CENTERED) �[O\·ING AVERAGE (T31) 
TREND SEASO:-:ALLY ADJ. SERIES 
COl\CURRENT ESTIMATOR 1.633 2.298 
I ·  PERIOD REVISION 1.444 1.697 
FINAL ESTIMATOR 1.141 1.279 
(CENTERED) ESTI�IATOR OF nlE PRESENT 
RATE OF ANNUAL GROwn!, T(I 12) 
(LINEAR APPROXI�tATlON) 
STANDARD TREND SEAS. ADJ. ORIGINAL 
ERROR 
CONCURRENT 4.210 
SERIES 
4.482 
SERIES 
4.6H 
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FINALESTI· 
MATOR 
1.133 0.776 0.000 
- 92 -
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APPENDIX: FIGURES 
For each one of the 1 1  series a set of figures from TRAMO-SEATS have been 
selected. To save some space, only the first input option for each series is considered. 
Figure 1 comes from TRAMO. and displays the original series, the series corrected 
for detenninistic effects (outliers, trading day, easter effect, and holidays, when 
appropriate); this corrected series is called the linearized series, since it is considered the 
output of a linear stochastic process. The figure also displays the residuals from fitting the 
model, and the series forecast, together with the associated 95% confidence internal. 
Figure 2, from SEATS, �isplays the estimator of the unobserved components. In the 
figures, x stands for the original series, and safin and tiftn denote the final estimators of 
the seasonally adjusted series and of the trend, respectively. The seasonal and irregular 
components estimators are also presented. 
Figure 3, from SEATS, show the pseudospectra of the original and seasonally 
adjusted series, and of the trend. It also displays the frequency domain representation of 
the squared gain of the filter that provides the seasonally adjusted series, the trend, and the 
seasonal component estimators. 
Figure 4, from SEATS, exhibits the 24 period-ahead forecast function of the original 
series, trend and seasonal component, as well as the associated 95% confidence intervals. 
In the figures, forx, fort, and Jars denote the forecasts of the original series, trend and 
seasonal factors. CI denotes the corresponding confid
"
ence interval. 
In some cases an additional figure from SEATS is added, namely, Figure 5. It 
compares the monthly growth of the original series to that of the seasonally adjusted series, 
and the latter to that of the trend. 
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